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Welcome to the HP-28C
 

Congratulations! With the HP-28C you can easily solve complicated
problems, including problems you couldn’t solve on a calculator be-
fore. The HP-28C combines powerful numerical computation with a
new dimension—symbolic computation. You can formulate a problem
symboilically, find a symbolic solution that shows the global behavior
of the problem, and obtain numerical results from the symbolic solu-
tion.

The HP-28C offers the following features:

B Algebraic manipulation. You can expand, collect, or rearrange terms
in an expression, and you can symbolically solve an equation for a
variable.

B Calculus. You can calculate derivatives, indefinite integrals, and
definite integrals.

® Numerical solutions. Using the HP-28C Solver, you can solve an
expression or equation for any variable. You can also solve a sys-
tem of linear equations. With multiple data types, you can use
complex numbers, vectors, and matrices as easily as real numbers.

B Plotting. You can plot expressions, equations, and statistical data.

B Unit conversion. You can convert between any equivalent combina-

tions of the 120 built-in units. You can also define your own units.

B Statistics. You can calculate single-sample statistics, paired-sample
statistics, and probabilities.

® Binary number bases. You can calculate with binary, octal, and
hexadecimal numbers and perform bit manipulations.

B Direct entry for algebraic formulas, plus RPN logic for interactive
calculations.
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The HP-28C Getting Started Manual (this manual) introduces your cal-
culator and leads you through a sampling of examples.

The HP-28C Reference Manual gives specific information about com-
mands and how the calculator works. The first two chapters explain
the fundamentals and basic operations. The third chapter is a dictio-
nary of menus, describing the concepts and commands for each
menu.

We recommend that you first work through the examples in Getting
Started to get comfortable with the calculator. When you want to
know more about a particular command, you can look up the com-
mand in the Reference Manual. When you're familiar with the
commands and want a broader understanding of the calculator’s op-
eration, you can read the theoretical discussions in the Reference
Manual.

These manuals show you how to use the HP-28C to do math, but
they don’t teach math. We assume that you're already familiar with
the relevant mathematical principles. For example, to use the calculus
features of the HP-28C effectively, you should know elementary
calculus.

On the other hand, you don’t need to understand all the math topics
in the HP-28C to use those parts of interest to you. For example, you
don’t need to understand calculus to use the statistical capabilities.
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How To Use This Manual
 

If you have the time and inclination, you can read this manual from
front to back, working every example. If not, we recommend that you
first read chapters 1 through 5 to get comfortable with the calculator.
Then, if you're interested in a topic covered in a later chapter, you can
skip ahead and try the examples in that chapter. Eventually you'll
want to work through chapters 6, 7, and 8, to learn how to use the
calculator more efficiently.

Each chapter contains examples that demonstrate, step by step, how
to use the calculator. The first step in each chapter is “step 0.” This
step prepares your calculator to match the illustrations in the exam-
ples that follow.

 

What’s in This Manual

Chapter 1, “A First Look,” gives you a tour of the HP-28C, pointing
out some of the calculator’s features. This chapter gives you back-
ground information you'll need to use the calculator.

Chapters 2, 3, and 4 show you how to calculate on the HP-28C, in-
cluding an easy way you can repeat a calculation without
programming. Chapter 2, “Doing Arithmetic,” shows how to make
simple arithmetic calculations. Chapter 3, “Using Variables,” shows
how to store a number in a variable and then refer to the number by
name. Chapter 4, “Repeating a Calculation,” shows how to enter a
calculation once, using variables instead of numbers, and then repeat
the calculation for various values of the variables.
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Chapter 5, “More Numerical Functions,” describes additional func-
tions including trigonometric, logarithmic, exponential, and hyperbolic
functions, and introduces complex numbers on the HP-28C.

Chapters 6 and 7 give more information about calculator features
you've already used. Chapter 6, “More About the Command Line,”
gives details about entering and editing information. Chapter 7, “More
About the Stack,” describes additional commands to manipulate the
information you’ve entered.

Chapter 8, “Programs,” shows how to write a program and compares
programs with expressions.

Chapters 9 through 16 describe applications built into the HP-28C.
Chapter 9, “Plotting Expressions,” plots the graph of an expression
and estimates a zero and a minimum for the expression. Chapter 10,
“The Solver,” finds more accurate values for the zero and minimum
estimated in chapter 9. Chapter 11, “Symbolic Solutions,” solves a
quadratic equation and isolates variables in equations. Chapter 12,
“Calculus,” differentiates an expression and calculates indefinite and
definite integrals. Chapter 13, “Vectors and Matrices,” calculates with
arrays, including solving a system of linear equations. Chapter 14,
“Statistics,” calculates single-sample and paired-sample statistics.
Chapter 15, “Binary Arithmetic,” performs arithmetic with binary inte-
gers. Chapter 16, “Unit Conversions,” converts a number from one
system of units to another.

Chapter 17, “Printing,” shows how to use the HP-28C with the HP
82240A printer.
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For More Information

As you work the examples in this manual, you may have questions
about the features demonstrated or mentioned in the examples. Both
this manual and the Reference Manual contain additional
information.

If you have problems, see “Answers to Common Questions” on
page 199.

For a brief description of what each key does, see appendix D, “Key
Index,” on page 241.

For a brief description of the commands in each menu, see appen-
dix C, “Menu Map,” on page 219.

For detailed information about a menu, look in the Reference Man-
ual. All menus (plus some additional topics) appear alphabetically
in chapter 3, “Dictionary.” The contents of the dictionary are listed
on the back cover of the Reference Manual.

For detailed information about a particular command, look in the
“Operation Index” at the back of the Reference Manual. There
you'll find a reference to a dictionary entry (usually a menu) and a
page reference to the particular command.
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1
A First Look
 

This chapter gives an overview of the HP-28C. First described are the
calculator’s external features. Next, a simple example demonstrates
basic calculator operation and concepts. Finally, a keyboard illustra-
tion highlights the major features of the keyboard and display,
followed by a discussion of these features.

 

Opening and Closing the Case

The calculator forms its own case, opening and closing like a book. To
open the calculator, hold it with the hinge away from you and open it
with your thumbs.

 

  

 

 

To close the calculator, fold the two sides together and press until you
hear a click.
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You can fold back the left-hand side of the calculator until it is back-
to-back with the right-hand keyboard. This is handy for field work—
when you want to hold the calculator in one hand and operate it with
the other—or to save space on a desk.

 

  

 

 

 

Locating the Battery Door and Printer Port

With the calculator open, note the location of the battery door and the

printer port.

 

Printer port 
Battery door 

 

 

The HP-28C is powered by three N-cell alkaline batteries. Batteries
are included with the calculator. If the batteries are not already in-
stalled, follow the instructions that start on page 213.
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When you use the HP-28C with a printer, the calculator sends in-
formation to the printer via an infra-red signal. This signal is emitted
from the printer port and received by the printer. Printer operations
are described in chapter 17.

 

Turning the HP-28C On and Off

Press to turn on the calculator. The HP-28C has Continuous Mem-
ory, so all data in the calculator, including the contents of the display,
are unchanged from the last time you used the calculator.

While the calculator is on, acts as the ATTN (attention) key, as
printed in white below the key. Pressing clears any text you've
typed in and stops programs.

Press [OFF to turn off the calculator. (“Press Jlj[OFF ]” means “press
the shift key @, then press the key with OFF printed above it.”)

If the calculator is inactive for about 10 minutes, it automatically turns

off to conserve energy. Press to turn it on again.
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Clearing All Memory (Memory Reset)

You can restore the calculator to its initial state by resetting memory.
All information in the calculator is lost. Any modes you’ve changed
(number display format, choice of radix mark, angle mode, and so on)
are restored to their default settings.

To reset memory:

1. Press and hold [ON].

2. Press and hold (in the upper-left corner of the right-hand
keyboard).

3. Press and release [»] (in the upper-right corner of the right-hand
keyboard).

4. Release [INS].

5. Release [ON].

The calculator beeps and displays Memary Lost. The message auto-
matically disappears when you next press a key.

If you begin to reset memory but change your mind, continue holding
down while you press (next to [INS]), and then release [ON].
Pressing cancels the reset sequence.
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Adjusting the Display Contrast

You can adjust the contrast of the display to compensate for various
viewing angles and light intensities.

To adjust the contrast:

1. Press and hold [ON].

2. Press one or more times to darken the display, or press (-]
one or more times to lighten the display.

3. Release [ON].

 

An Overview of the Calculator

This section gives an overview of how the calculator works. It demon-
strates a simple calculation and then identifies some major features
and concepts.

A Simple Calculation

For the first example, calculate the following:

(15 + 23) X sin 30°

The basic steps are the same as using paper and pencil. First calculate
15 + 23, which produces an intermediate result. Then calculate sin
30°, which produces the other intermediate result. Finally, combine
the intermediate results for the answer.
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If you make a mistake while keying in a number, press (€] (in the
right-most column of the right-hand keyboard) to erase the digit you
just keyed in.

0. Prepare your calculator to match the illustrations.

a. Reset memory, using the steps on page 18.

b. Press to clear the message from the display. The dis-
play shows the stack, which is your work area. Currently
the stack is empty.

 

M
R

  
 

1. Calculate 15 + 23.

a. Press to write the number 15 in the command line.
Note that the stack moves up to make room for the com-
mand line, so only three stack levels are displayed.

 

=
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b. Press to put 15 on the stack. The number goes in
stack level 1, as indicated by 1: to the left. Note that the
command line disappears, so four stack levels are displayed
again.

 

=
)

  15
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Cc. DPress to write the number 23 in the command line.

 

15

M
=
o
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  O
 

d. Press to put 23 in level 1. The number 15, which
was in level 1, is lifted to level 2.

 

—
M
R
W
A

15
23   

(In practice, you don’t need to press a second time,
but the step is included here to demonstrate how the stack
works.)

e. Press to add 15 and 23. The numbers 15 and 23 are

removed from the stack, and their sum, 38, is returned to

level 1.

 

=
M
W

  38
 

You'll leave this intermediate result on the stack while you calculate
the second intermediate result.
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2. Calculate sin 30°.

a. Press to select the trigonometry menu. The bottom
line of the display shows six commands in the TRIG menu.
The six menu labels (BSEE through EJIIE) define the six

menu keys (the keys 1mmed1ately below the display).

 

 

  

3
2
1: 38
SIN[REIN]Cof[AcosTHNATAM
 

b. Press (0] to write the number 30 in the command line.

 

  

2
1: 38
380
SIN[ASIN]Cof[AcosTANATAMN
 

Cc. Press to put 30 in level 1. The previous result,
15 + 23 = 38, is lifted to level 2.

 

   

 

 

3%

28 38
1: 36
IEBLHEEC]EEFEERCTEG

d. Press | to calculate sin 30°. The number 30 is re-

moved from level 1, and its sine, .5, is returned to level 1.

The previous result, 38, remains in level 2.

3:

28 38
1: .9
ZIM[REIM]CofJACOETHNATAM   
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3. Press to calculate 38 X .5. The numbers 38 and .5 are re-
moved from levels 1 and 2, and their product, 19, is returned to

 

  

level 1.

3:
28

1: 13
EBLREBLEEERTEEITER
 

This completes the calculation:

(15 + 23) X sin 30° = 19.

To summarize, here’s a general model of the calculation you just
completed.

1. Key a number into the command line.

2. Press to put a number on the stack.

3. When the appropriate number or numbers are on the stack,
press the key to execute the command. (If the command isn’t
printed on the keyboard, select the menu that contains the com-
mand, and press the menu key below the appropriate menu label.)

The style of calculation illustrated above, in which you enter numbers
onto the stack before you perform mathematical operations, is called
RPN (Reverse Polish Notation) or stack logic. Nearly all HP-28C com-
mands, not just calculations, use stack logic. The inputs required by a
command, called its arguments, must be on the stack before the com-
mand is executed.

You can also calculate by entering an expression in algebraic form, as
it might appear written in a book. In the next chapter you'll perform
the same calculation as above, using an expression.

Major Features and Concepts

The illustrations on pages 24 and 25 show the calculator keyboard
and display, with important features identified. The numbers in the
following descriptions correspond to the numbers in the illustrations.
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1. Power on/off, clear command line, stop program. To turn on

the calculator, press ; to turn it off, press [OoFF . (OFF is printed
on the keyboard above [ON]. “Press [}OFF |” means press the shift key
B which is item 6 in the diagram and below, and then press [ON].)

While the calculator is on, also acts as the ATTN (attention) key

to clear text in the command line or stop a running program. (ATTN
is printed on the keyboard below [ON].)

2, Number entry. To key in numbers, use the digit keys (0] through
(9], (change sign), and (enter exponent). Depending on your
choice of radix mark (page 34), use either (-] or (1] to separate integer
part from fractional part. Number entry is described on page 33.

3. Arithmetic. The arithmetic functions are described in “One-Num-
ber Functions” on page 39 and “Two-Number Functions” on page 40.

4. Delimiter for symbolic objects. Delimiters are punctuation that
identify types of objects; symbolic objects are names and algebraics.
To key in a symbolic object, press [*] at the beginning and (when nec-
essary) the end of the object.

Real numbers require no delimiters. The delimiters for other object
types are on the left-hand keyboard. (See item 15, “Object types and
formats,” and item 18, “Object delimiters,” below.)

5. Enter command line. Press to process the text in the com-
mand line.

6. Shift. Press the colored shift key [l to execute a command printed
in color above a key.

7. Backspace. Press 4] to erase the last character you typed in.
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8. Menu selection. Use the menu selection keys to assign com-
mands to the menu keys. For example, press to select the TRIG
menu. To select a different menu, press another menu selection key.

When no menu labels are visible, the cursor menu is active. The opera-
tions in the cursor menu ([INS] through (»]) are printed in white
above the menu keys. When menu labels are visible, press [«] to se-
lect the cursor menu. To restore the previous menu, press [«] a
second time.

There are additional menu selection keys on the left-hand keyboard
(see item 16). For an alphabetical listing of all menus, including a brief
description of the commands in each menu, refer to appendix C,
“Menu Map.”

9. Next menu row. Press to display the next row of the cur-
rent menu (A menu can contain up to four rows, with up to six
commands in each row.) Press [l[PREV] to display the previous row.

10. Menu keys. The menu keys are defined by the menu labels. If
no labels are visible, these keys execute the cursor menu operations
labeled in white above the keys.

11. Menu labels. The menu labels show the current definitions of

the menu keys.

12, Command line. The text you key in goes in the command line.

13. Stack levels. The stack shows the objects you're currently
working with. Each numbered stack level (level 1, level 2, and so on)

holds one object.

The numbers you used in the calculation are one type of object, but
there are several other types. See item 15, “Object types and formats.”
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14. Annunciators. The annunciators indicate the status of the calcu-
lator. When an annunciator is visible, it indicates the following;:

 

 

 

Annunciator Meaning

O Suspended program.

4 Shift key [} was pressed.

a Alpha entry mode.

((®)) Busy, not ready for input.

] Low battery.

(2m) Radians mode.

9 Sending data to printer.  
 

15. Object types and formats. This table shows the correct delim-

iters and examples for the 10 basic types of object. An “object” is any
of the individual items you work with on the calculator. The 10 basic
object types are grouped into three classes: data objects, which have
fixed values, name objects, which can refer to other objects, and proce-
dure objects, which contain commands. The 10 basic object types are:

B Real numbers, such as 5 or —4.3 x 101°.

B Complex numbers, which are a pair of real numbers representing a
complex number x + iy or a point in a plane.

B Binary integers, which are unsigned integers used in computer
science.

Strings, which contain arbitrary sequences of characters.

Vectors, which are one-dimensional arrays used in linear algebra.

Matrices, which are two-dimensional arrays used in linear algebra.

Lists, which contain arbitrary sequences of objects.
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® Names, which enable you to name and store other objects and to
perform symbolic calculations.

B Programs, which enable you to create your own commands.

B Algebraics, which represent mathematical expressions and
equations.

16. Menu selection (shifted). Use the menu selection keys to assign
commands to the menu keys. For example, press [ARRAY to select
the ARRAY menu. To select a different menu, press another menu
selection key.

There are additional menu selection keys on the right-hand keyboard
(see item 8).

17. Command and unit listings. Press §(CATALOG] for a listing of
all HP-28C commands and their required arguments (page 86). Press
B(uniTs] for a listing of the units recognized in unit conversion (page
187).

18. Object delimiters. These symbols identify the different object
types. (See item 15, “Object types and formats,” above.) For example,

identifies binary integers, while [«] and [(»] identify programs.

Real numbers require no delimiters. Symbolic objects (names and
algebraics) require the [*] delimiter, located on the right-hand key-
board (see item 4 above).

19. Lower-case. Press to key in lower-case letters. Lower-case
mode continues until you press a second time, press (ENTER] to
process the command line, or press to clear the command line.

20. Alpha entry. Press [a] to accumulate commands in the command

line rather than immediately executing them. Alpha entry mode con-
tinues until you press (@] a second time, press to process the
command line, or press to clear the command line.
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2
Doing Arithmetic
 

There are two ways to do arithmetic on the HP-28C. You can do
arithmetic using the stack, as you did in the previous chapter, or you
can enter an expression representing the calculation. In the previous
chapter you calculated:

(15 + 23) X sin 30°

Here’s how to make the same calculation using an expression.

0. Prepare the calculator to match the illustrations.

a. Press (CLEAR] to clear the stack.

b. Press to select the TRIG menu. The display should
look like this:

 

  

3:

%f
BTISLTREET
 

1. Put the expression on the stack.

a. Press[']to start the expression. The cursor changes, indicat-

ing algebraic entry mode. You'll see the effects of this entry
mode as you key in the expression.

 

B
IETEEEGCEBTR    
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32

b. Press B to enter the first part of the
expression. Because of algebraic entry mode, pressing
wrote the character +in the command line rather than exe-
cuting the command.

 

=
=
=

¢15+237H
ECECSEATG   

c. DPress . Because of algebraic entry mode, pressing
wrote #¥ in the command line, and pressing wrote

SINC in the command line, rather than executing the
commands.

 

2
1:
'(15+232*5INCH

|SIN[RSIN]Cof[ACos |TR |ATAM |   

d. Press[3][0](ENTER] to complete the expression and put it on
the stack. The closing parenthesis » and the closing delim-
iter ' are added for you.

 

=t

1 ' C15+22)%SINC3E) !
ZIN|ASIN]C0FJRCOS|TAM|ATAN   
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2. Press (evaluate) to evaluate the expression. The expression
is removed from the stack, and the result, 19, is returned to

 

  

level 1.

3:
21

1: 13
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This completes the calculation:

(15 + 23) X sin 30° = 19.

To perform a calculation that’s already written as an expression, such
as in a textbook, it’s easier to key in the expression and evaluate it.
Alternatively, to see the intermediate results of your calculation, or to
perform an on-going calculation, it’s easier to calculate on the stack.
The results are the same.

The relationship between stack calculations and expressions is demon-
strated in chapter 4, “Repeating a Calculation.” In that chapter you
calculate on the stack, using variables instead of numbers, to produce
an expression.

 

Entering and Displaying Numbers

There are modes that affect how numbers are displayed. To demon-
strate the choices, put the number %3 on the stack.

1. Press to put the number 2 in level 1 of the stack.

 

3

: ;
“SIN[REIN]C0F |RCOZ |THN |ATAN ]   
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2. Press to put the number 3 in level 1. The number 2 is
lifted to level 2 of the stack.

 

T E: %
BCETSCESTEET   

3. Press (+]. The number in level 2 is divided by the number in
level 1, and the result, %3, is returned to level 1.

 

  

3
25 19
1: . 66666666667
IECEBFETT
 

This result is the decimal approximation to %3, as displayed by the
default choices for radix mode and number display. Now look at the
other choices.

Selecting the Radix Mark

You can choose whether a period or a comma is the current radix
mark—the punctuation that separates the integer part of a number
from the fractional part. This choice affects how you enter numbers
and how they’re displayed.

4. Press [MODE] to select the MODE menu. The first row of the
MODE menu appears.

 

19
. 6EBE66666667

s70 JIGEEIESST veGT   
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5. Press twice to display the third row of the MODE menu
There are two menu labels for selecting the radix mark,
and0 . The label for RDX. appears in black letters, indicat-
ing that the current radix mark is the period (the default choice).

6. Press 3 to select comma as the radix mark. The period radix
marks (also called decimal points) are replaced by comma radix
marks, and the label for RDX, now appears in black letters, indi-
cating that the current radix mark is the comma.

  

 

   

 

 

3:
2% 19
1: s EEE66666666T
[ +ML ]ICETSNTRRO+)CIRTCNI

7. Press to return to the period radix mark.

3:
2% 19
1: . 666666666667
[+ML JICIETSNI R, ]IGIACTO   

Selecting Number Display Mode

You can choose how many decimal places are displayed.

8. Press to return to the first row of the MODE menu. (The
last row of MODE menu was displayed, so pressing cycles
back to the first row. You could also press [lMODE to display

the first row.)

 

: 19
: . GEE666666667
sT0 |NGEESETveG|  

1
[
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There are four basic choices: STD (standard), FIX (fixed), SCI (scien-

tific), and ENG (engineering) number display formats. The label for

STD appears in black characters, indicating that STD is the current
choice. (STD is the default choice.) In STD mode the number of deci-
mal places depends on the value. For an integer, no decimal places
are shown; for the example displayed above, the maximum of 12 dec-
imal places are shown.

The other display formats show a given number of decimal places—
from 1 through 11—regardless of the number being displayed. We'll
demonstrate each of the other display formats with two decimal
places. Only the displays of the numbers are rounded—internally, the
numbers are unchanged.

 

9. Press (fixed) to display numbers rounded to two deci-
mal places.

S
25 19.806
1: A.67
BBF1: JEESEETTN( vec ]I   

10. Press (scientific) to display numbers as a mantissa and
an exponent. The value of the number is the product of the man-
tissa and 10 raised to the power of the exponent. The mantissa is
always between 1 and 9.99999999999. In this case, the mantissa
is rounded to two decimal places.

 

3
2 1.968E1
1: &.67E-1
BN-1 JETEN vesT   
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11. Press (engineering) to display numbers as a mantissa
and an exponent, like SCI display mode, but adjusting the man-
tissa to make the exponent a multiple of 3.

 

   

 

=1
2 19.8EB
1: 667.E-3
BNTSNNG ][ s JIETHE

12. Press (standard) to return to standard number display
mode.

3
2 19
1: . 6EE66666666T
[=T0 INFENEESEETTHEvesT   

Keying In Numbers With Exponents

You can enter numbers that are quite large or small by using scientific
notation. A number can be represented by a mantissa and an exponent,
where the value of the number is the product of the mantissa and 10
raised to the power of the exponent.

For example, key in the number —4.2 x 10 12,

1. Press (-] for the mantissa.

 

19
. BEEEEREEEEETY

[ =70 1NESEIvec ]I   
(If you make a mistake, press (4] to erase the mistake and then
key in the correct digits.)
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38

Press (change sign) to make the mantissa negative.

 

2 19
1: . BEEE6E66666T
[-4 20
s70 1IGEHEREITTE( vec JHTTH    

(Pressing a second time would make the mantissa positive
again.)

Press (enter exponent) to begin the exponent. An E appears
in the command line.

 

  

2% 19
1: . 6E6666666667
-4. 2E[]
[ 570 JIGEEEESEI0EG1T
 

(If you press by mistake for a number without an exponent,
you can erase the E by pressing (¢].)

Press for the exponent.

 

 

2% 19
1: . EEEEE6666667
-4.2E120
[ 570 1NGEHEESEI0EG 1T  

Press to make the exponent negative.

 

19
: . 666666666667

-4.2E-12[]
[ =70 JIGEEESEITTN( rec ]I   
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6. Press to put the number on the stack.

 

3+ 19
2% . 666666666667

: -4.2E-12
   
 

One-Number Functions

Functions that act on a single number—for example, negating a num-
ber or taking a square root—are called one-number functions. All act
on the number in level 1. There are four one-number functions on the
keyboard:

B Press to negate the number.

B Press @[1/x] to take the inverse (reciprocal) of the number.

B Press (/] to take the square root of the number.

B Press @[x?] to square the number.

If you're keying in a number, it’s not necessary to press before
executing the one-number function—pressing the function key auto-
matically performs ENTER for you. For example, you can calculate /s
as follows:

 

1. Press (8].

2 . BEBEEEE66E6T
é[l -4.2E-12

[ 7o JIGEEESEITTE vec ]I   
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2. Press l[1/x] to put the decimal equivalent of & in level 1.

 

  

3t . 6EBEEE66666Y
2% -4.2E-12
1: . 1235
[ =70 JNGEEEESET 0eG JIETE
 

Whether you press or let l(1/x] execute ENTER for you, the
rule for one-number functions is: put the number on the stack and
execute the function.

 

Two-Number Functions

Functions that act on two numbers—such as addition—are called

two-number functions. All act on the numbers in levels 1 and 2.

When you divided 2 by 3, you put both numbers on the stack before
you pressed the [+] key. In practice you don’t need to press to
put the second number on the stack, because pressing [+] automati-
cally executes the second ENTER operation for you. Whether you
press or you let [+] execute ENTER for you, the rule for two-
number functions is: put the numbers on the stack and execute the
function. In the following examples we’ll let the function execute EN-
TER for us.
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Addition and Subtraction

To calculate 36 + 17:

1. Press (6] to put 36 in level 1.

2. Press to return the result (53) to level 1.

 

  

3+ -4.2E-12
2% . 123
1: 23
[ =70 JNGEEEESET 0eG 1T
 

For addition the order of the numbers doesn’t matter. However, the

order is important for subtraction.

To calculate 91 — 27:

3. Press (9] to put 91 in level 1.

4. Press (=] to return the result (64) to level 1.

 

  

31 . 123
2 23
1: 64
[ =70 JGEEESEETTcecAT
 

Multiplication and Division

To calculate 13 X 6:

5. Press to put 13 in level 1.
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6. Press (6] to return the result (78) to level 1.

 

  

I 55
2 &4
i: 78
[ sTo NGMRNvEs1R
 

For multiplication the order of the numbers doesn’t matter. However,

the order is important for division.

To calculate 182/14:

7. Press to put 182 in level 1.

8. Press (4] (%] to return the result (13) to level 1.

 

  

3: 64
2. 7S
1: 13
[:70 |GEEEESET0eG ]ITTH
 

Powers and Roots

The order of the numbers is important for both powers and roots.

To calculate 53:

9. Press to put 5 in level 1.

10. Press B("] to return the result (125) to level 1.

 

3: 7S
25 13
1: 125
[ 70 JIGEESEETTcecAT  
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To calculate \4/2401 :

11. Press 4] (0] to put 2401 in level 1.

12. Press (4]1/x] to put %4 in level 1. The number 2401 is lifted to

 

  

level 2.

3 125
2 2461
1: 2
[ <70 JIGEEIEEREIITR cec JHTTH
 

13. Press ("] to return the result (7) to level 1.

 

3 13
2 125
sTo NFENATveGT   

Percentages

You can calculate a given percentage of a number, and you can find
the difference between two numbers expressed as a percentage of the
first number.

To calculate 40% of 85:

14. Press to put 85 in level 1.

15. Press (4] (0] B[%] to return the result (34) to level 1.

 

  

31 125
25 7
1: 34
[ =70 JIGEEEESETN 0eGT
 

For percent the order of the numbers doesn’t matter. However, the
order is important for percent change.
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To calculate the percent change from 60 to 75:

16. Press (6] (0] (ENTER] to put 60 in level 1.

17. Press B(sCH] (percent change) to return the result (25) to
level 1. (The positive result means that 75 is 25% more than 60.)

 

  

3. 7
2. 34
1: 29
[ 570 JNGEEESEIrec ]I
 

 

Swapping Levels 1 and 2

For all the functions where the order of the numbers is important—
subtraction, division, powers, roots, and percent change—you can
switch the order of the numbers by pressing ll[SWAP]. For example,
you currently have 25 on the stack; suppose you want to calculate
30 — 25.

18. Press (0] to put 30 on the stack.

19. Press [[swWAP] to change the order of the numbers.

 

  

24 24
21 39
1: 25
[ sT0 )GESEIveGT
 

 

  

s 7

: i
=10 JIGENIESEETTH( ceG [T
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Clearing Objects from the Stack

As you worked these examples, you accumulated quite a few numbers
on the stack. The stack grows without limit as you put more objects
on the stack, and those objects remain until you use them in an oper-
ation or until you clear them.

21. Press to clear the object in level 1. Objects in higher levels
move down one level each.

 

  

o1 123
2 v
1: 34
[ =70 JNFEHEESEIrecT
 

22, Press [[CLEAR] to clear all objects from the stack.

 

3
2
1
[ L

5  70 ]GESET vec]
 

 

Chain Calculations

When you perform complicated calculations, the stack acts as tempo-
rary storage to hold intermediate results. This temporary storage acts
automatically. For example, suppose you want to calculate the total
resistance of the following circuit:

A
.
 

Ro Rj;
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The formula for total resistance in this circuit is:

Rtotal = Rl +

If R;, R,, and Rj3 have resistances of 8, 6, and 3 ohms respectively,
calculate the following;:

1
Rtotal = 8 + 1 1

—_ + —_

6 3

Calculate as follows:

1. Press to put 8 in level 1. Leave 8 on the stack until it’s
time to add it to the rest of the calculation.

2. Press (6] @[1/x] to put the Y on the stack. The number 8 is now

 

   

 

in level 2.

3:
28 8
1: . l66666EEE66T
[ 70 JIGENESELT recTN

3. Press M[1/x] to put /3 on the stack. The number 8 is now in

level 3.

3t 3
= . 166666666667
1: . 333333333333
[s10 JIGEEESEEETN vec ]I   
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Press to add the reciprocals of 6 and 3. The number 8 drops
to level 2.

 

  

3:

: %
[ <70 |NGESNveG INETE
 

Press [1/x] to take the reciprocal of the sum. The number 8 is
still in level 2.

 

 

3:
2s 3
1: 2
[ =70 JNEEEEESET 0ec JIETTH  
 

Press to add 8 and the reciprocal, completing the calculation
of R;,- The display shows the result (10 ohms) in level 1.

 

3
2
1
[

16
T ]GESETR veG JIETTEv  
 

 

If You Execute the Wrong Function

The HP-28C includes recovery features to help you “backtrack” when
you mistakenly execute a function. The following steps reverse the
effects of a function, whether a one-number or two-number function.

1-

2I

Press [UNDO to recover the previous contents of the stack.

If a number was in the command line when you made the mis-
take, press [COMMAND to recover the previous contents of the

command line.

Continue the calculation.
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Using Variables
 

You can store a number (or any object) by creating a variable. A vari-
able is the combination of a name object and any other object. The
name object defines the name of the variable; the other object defines
the contents of the variable. You can then use the variable’s name to
refer to the variable’s contents.

Variables are stored in user memory, a part of the calculator’s memory
distinct from the stack. The stack is designed for temporary storage of
the objects you're currently working with, such as the numbers you're
using in a calculation. User memory is designed for long-term storage
of variables, such as numbers that you use repeatedly.

This chapter describes how to use numerical variables, but variables
are useful for all types of objects. For example, a program object has
no intrinsic name. You name the program by storing it in a variable,
and you can then run the program by referring to the variable’s name.
For details, refer to chapter 8, “Programs.”

 

Creating a Variable:

Suppose you repeatedly use a volume measurement of 133 in your
calculations. Create a variable named VOL (for “volume”) as follows:

0. Prepare the calculator to match the illustrations.

a. Press [[CLEAR] to clear the stack.

b. If a menu is displayed, press [«#»] to select the cursor menu.
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1. Press to put the number in level 1.

 

=
M
b

  133
 

2. Press ('] (0] to put the name 'VOL' in level 1.
Note that the closing ' is added for you. The number 133 is
lifted to level 2.

 

M
W

pA

   
3. Press (store). The number and the name are removed from

the stack, creating a variable named VOL with a value of 133.

 

Evaluating a Variable

Evaluating a variable means using the variable’s name to refer to the
variable’s contents. When the variable contains a number, evaluating
the variable returns the number to the stack.

(More generally, when a variable contains a data object or algebraic
object, evaluating the variable returns the object to the stack. When a
variable contains a name or a program, evaluating the variable causes
the name or program to be evaluated.)
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Now that you’ve created the variable VOL, evaluate it.

4. Press to select the USER menu. The left-most menu label
is , the name of the variable you just created. The USER
menu shows the names of all variables in user memory.

 

3

2
IETTHIBBD    

5. Press ¥ to return the value of VOL to the stack.

 

3:
2:
1: 133
vor|][1[   

You can also evaluate VOL by typing in its name without quotes.

6. Press(Vv][0] to return another copy of VOL's value to

 

  

the stack.

3:

2t 133
1: 133
TNDDSe
 

7. Press to clear the stack.
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Changing the Value of a Variable

Now change the value of the variable VOL to 151.

8. Press to put the new value in level 1.

9. Key in the variable’s name.

a. Press ('] to begin the variable’s name. The cursor changes,
indicating algebraic entry mode.

At the beginning of chapter 2 you saw that, in algebraic
entry mode, pressing a function key such as wrote the
character + rather than executing the command. Similarly,
pressing a USER menu key writes the variable’s name
rather than evaluating the variable.

 

  

b. Press to write the variable’s name in the command

line.

2

1: 151
'“oLg
TIDDD
 

10. Press to change the value of the variable VOL to 151. Like
the arithmetic functions, the STO command automatically exe-
cutes ENTER. The number and name are removed from the

stack.

Now evaluate VOL to return the new value.

 

  

11. Press to return 151 to the stack.

S

21

1: 151
IDD
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Purging a Variable: [PURGE

When you finish with the variable VOL, purge it from user memory.

12. Press ('] to write the variable name in the command line.

(The quote [*] is necessary to avoid evaluating the variable.)

 

-
1: 131
‘“OLB
[voL|111[|   

13. Press l[PURGE to purge the variable VOL from user memory. Its
label disappears from the USER menu, and the permanent row
of the USER menu appears.

The USER menu contains one permanent row of commands in addi-
tion to the variables you've created. The row of commands is always
the last menu row: if any variables exist in user memory, pressing

displays a row of variable names; if there are more than six

variables, pressing displays another row of variable names; and
so on. Eventually, pressing displays the permanent row of
commands.

This section shows how to use the (clear USER) command in

the USER menu. All commands in the USER menu are described

briefly in appendix C, “Menu Map.” For complete descriptions, refer
to “USER” in the Reference Manual.

14. Press to write CLUSR in the command line. Because this
command is so drastic and its effect can’t be reversed, pressing

never executes the command immediately.

 

  

-
1: 131
CLUSRO
ORDERJCLUSRIMEM||||
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15. Press to execute CLUSR, purging all variables from user
memory. (If you change your mind and don’t want to clear all
variables, press to clear CLUSR from the command line.)

 

Quoted and Unquoted Names

In the examples above you used variable names in two ways, quoted
and unquoted. The quotes [*] are important: they distinguish the name
of a variable from the contents of a variable. Here’s a summary of the
differences between quoted and unquoted names.

A quoted name is an object. It goes on the stack, and it can be an
argument to a command. For example, you used quoted names as ar-
guments to and M(PURGE when you created, changed, and
purged the variable VOL.

An unquoted name is like a command to evaluate the variable with
that name. The unquoted name doesn’t go on the stack—instead, the
object stored in the variable goes on the stack. (If this object is a name
or a program, it is also evaluated.)

If you type in an unquoted name that isn’t associated with a variable,
the quoted form of the name goes on the stack.
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4
Repeating a Calculation
 

At the beginning of chapter 2, you made a calculation by keying in an
expression and then evaluating the expression. In chapter 3, you cre-
ated a numerical variable by storing a number in user memory. In this
chapter you’ll create an expression containing variables.

An expression that contains variables makes it easy to repeat a cal-
culation. Each time you evaluate the expression, the calculation is

made with the current values of the variables. If you change the value
of one or more variables, you can simply evaluate the expression
again to recalculate with the new values.

This chapter first shows how to create an expression by calculating on
the stack, using variables as symbolic arguments. It then introduces a
calculator feature called the Solver. Using the Solver is an easy way to
store values in the variables and evaluate the expression.

The Solver also has sophisticated capabilities to find zeros of expres-
sions, roots of equations, and maxima and minima. These capabilities

are discussed in chapter 10, “The Solver.” For a detailed description of
the Solver, refer to “SOLVE” in the Reference Manual.

 

Creating an Expression

We'll repeat the resistance calculation from “Chain Calculations” in
chapter 2, only this time we’ll use variables, rather than numbers, as
arguments. Recall that the formula for the circuit is:

_ 1
Rtotal o R1 + 1 1

- _+_ _—

R, R,
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To create an expression for this formula:

56

Prepare the calculator to match the illustrations.

a. DPress [(CLEAR] to clear the stack.

b. If a menu is displayed, press [« to select the cursor menu.

Press ['](R] to put the name 'R1' on the stack. Note
that the closing ' is added for you. You'll leave R1 on the stack
until it’s time to add it to the rest of the calculation.

 

M
)

  IRII

 

Put the reciprocal of R2 on the stack.

a. Press['][R] to put the name 'R2"' on the stack.

b. Press [[1/x] to return the reciprocal of R2.

 

W
A

  T
-

ATNV
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3. Put the reciprocal of R3 on the stack.

a. Press['](R] to put the name 'R3' on the stack.

b. Press @[1/x] to return the reciprocal of R3.

 

M
W
A

NV (R
HY (R W

M
h
A
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N"1

‘1   

4. Press to add the reciprocals of R2 and R3.

 

—
r
a
W
p
A

IRII

'TNVYCRZ22+INVC(R3) !    
5. Press to take the reciprocal of the sum.

 

3
2
1 ;;HU(IHV(R2)+IN¥(R3)

   
6. Press to add R1 and the reciprocal. The resulting expression

represents R;,,.

 

a
0

  
;;H?(IHV(R2}+IH¥(
 

You could key in this expression directly, taking care to add parenthe-
ses where necessary. Every expression is equivalent to a stack
calculation, so you can choose the method that is easier for you.
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You'll use this expression again in chapter 10, “The Solver,” so now
create a variable RTOT that contains the expression. (Remember that
you can store any object type—not just numbers—in a variable.)

7l

58

Press to make a copy of the expression. (When no com-
mand line is present, pressing executes the command
named DUP (duplicate)).

 

   

 

   
Press to create the variable RTOT. The expression and the
name are removed from the stack.

 

3
2
1 'R1I+INVCINYCR22+IMYC

R332   
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Using the Solver To Repeat a Calculation

10. Press to select the SOLVE menu. This section discusses
: W (store EQ) and%% (the Solver). All commands in the
SOLVE menu are described briefly in appendix C, “Menu Map.”
For complete descriptions, refer to “SOLVE” in the Reference
Manual.

  

 

  

 

 

 

v I (store EQ) to store the expression as the current

equation—a normal variable with the special name EQ. The ex-
pression is taken from the stack and stored in a variable named
EQ, just as if you had created EQ by pressing (*] (@] [STO].

 

  

 

 

12. PressN7to display the Solver menu. The variables in the

current equation appear in the Solver menu. (If the equation
contains more than six variables, pressing displays addi-
tional rows of variables.)

 

3
2
1
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13. Assign values to the variables R1, R2, and R3.

a. Press 110 to store the number 8 in the variable R1. (In
the Solver menu, pressing 1 is equivalent to putting
'R1' on the stack and pressing [STO].) The top line of the
display shows the variable name and the value.

i:
"KL |k2 |K3[EMFR=]||   
b. Press (6] to store the number 6 in the variable R2.

Cc. Press to store the number 3 in the variable R3.

14. Press to evaluate the expression EQ. The value (10) is re-

turned to level 1, and it appears in inverse characters in the top
line of the display.

!#fl_

1: 16
IIT(TI

 

   
15. Now assign a different value to a variable and recompute the

value of the expression. For example, what if R3 is 12?

a. Press to store the number 12 in the variable

R3.

b. Press to evaluate the expression EQ. The new value
(12)is returned to level 1, and it appears in inverse charac-
ters in the top line of the display.
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S
More Numerical Functions
 

This chapter introduces the TRIG, LOGS, REAL, and COMPLEX
menus. The TRIG menu contains trigonometric functions and com-
mands dealing with angular measurement. The LOGS menu contains
logarithmic, exponential, and hyperbolic functions.

Most functions in the TRIG and LOGS menu apply to both real and
complex numbers. The REAL menu contains additional commands
primarily for real numbers. The COMPLEX menu contains additional
commands primarily for complex numbers and two-dimensional
coordinates.

This chapter shows you how to use one or more commands in each
menu. All commands in these menus are described briefly in appen-
dix C, “Menu Map.” For complete descriptions, refer to “TRIG,”
“LOGS,” “REAL,” and “COMPLEX” in the Reference Manual.

 

Trigonometric Functions

This section shows how to select the current angle mode, calculate
with 7, and convert angular measure.

Selecting Angle Mode

The calculator can interpret angular arguments and results as degrees
(V360 of a circle) or as radians (Y2m of a circle). The default choice is

degrees angle mode. For the examples in this section, switch to radi-
ans angle mode.
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0. Press [J[CLEAR] to clear the stack. This prepares your calculator
to match the illustrations.

1. Press [}MODE to select the MODE menu. All commands in the

MODE menu are described briefly in appendix C, “Menu Map.”
For complete descriptions, refer to “MODE” in the Reference

 

  

Manual.

=

&
[ <70 |NEEEERENETENv [IETE
 

    

 

The two right-most menu labels, JiiEa8 (degrees) and W (radians),
represent your choices of angle mode. Note that JEa appears in
black characters, indicating that the current angle mode is degrees.

2. Press [N to select radians angle mode. The radians annunci-
ator (27r) appears and the menu labels change. (Most
illustrations in this manual don’t show the annunciators. To lo-
cate the (27) annunciator, see the illustration on page 25.)

 

 

3
2
1
[=  ST0 )IGENSTlTN RAD )
 

3. Press to display the first row of the TRIG menu.

 

  

=H
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These are one-number functions, acting on the number in level 1. For

real numbers, the angle mode affects how SIN (sine), COS (cosine),

and TAN (tangent) interpret their arguments, and how ASIN (arc
sine), ACOS (arc cosine), and ATAN (arc tangent) express their results.

You’ll use the SIN function in the discussion of = that comes next.
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Using 7T

The transcendental number = can’t be represented exactly by a real
number on the HP-28C. In general, the 12-digit approximation
(3.14159265359) yields results accurate to 12 digits, which is sufficient
for most applications.

The HP-28C also offers a symbolic constant w that represents m ex-
actly. In radians angle mode, the functions SIN, COS, and TAN
recognize the symbolic constant w and produce an exact result. The
functions SIN and COS also recognize w. 2.

For other functions, the symbolic constant m produces an expression
containing w. If you force a real-number result, the calculator uses the
12-digit approximation.

To demonstrate the difference between 3.14159265359 and w, calcu-

late the sine of each.

4. Calculate the sine of 3.14159265359.

a. Press @] to put 'n' in level 1. Although this ob-
ject looks like a name, it’s actually an expression with a
single term, the symbolic constant =.

 

  

3
%:

= 1 m 1

IETHBTRNFEBITET
 

b. Press l[+NuUM]| (to number) to force a real-number result.

The 12-digit approximation to = (3.14159265359) is re-
turned to level 1.

 

3:
2
1: 3.14139265339
IETHEEREWEBCTET   
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Cc. Press ! to calculate the sine of the approximation to =.
The result (—2.06761537357 x 10~ 13) isn’t exactly 0 be-
cause the argument (3.14159265359) isn’t exactly .

 

3

1 -2.86761537357E-13
IEBCEBEEEFETRR    

5. Press (] to calculate the sine of w. The SIN function
recognizes the symbolic constant = and returns the exact result
(0).

 

=t

2 -2.86761537357E-13

BCECISLAREET   
6. Press [(CLEAR] to clear the stack.

Converting Angular Measure

The TRIG menu contains commands that convert an angle from one
system of measurement to another. These commands are on the third
row of the TRIG menu. Take a quick look at the second row before
continuing to the third.

7. Press to display the second row of the TRIG menu.

 

3
%:

PRR3FR3CCFARG|   
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These commands deal with complex numbers and are duplicated in
the COMPLEX menu. Complex numbers are introduced in “Using
Complex Numbers” on page 69. The functions P=R (polar-to-rectangu-
lar) and R-P (rectangular-to-polar), which convert two-dimensional
coordinates between polar and rectangular notation, are discussed in
“Converting Polar and Rectangular Coordinates” on page 70.

8. Press to display the third row of the TRIG menu.

 

  

3
2
1:

EXTRHELRkCTREDCTRETT
 

You'll use the commands HMS— and D-R to convert an angle ex-
pressed in degrees, minutes, and seconds to an angle expressed in
radians.

The four HMS (hours-minutes-seconds) commands enable you to cal-
culate with numbers whose fractional parts are expressed as minutes
and seconds. Such numbers must have the following special format,
called the HMS format:

h.MMSSs

where h represents hours (or degrees), MM represents minutes, SS
represents seconds, and s represents decimalfraction of seconds. MM
and SS each represent two digits; i and s each represent any number
of digits.

The commands ~HMS (decimal-to-HMS) and HMS— (HMS-to-decimal)

convert a real number between the normal decimal format and the

special HMS format. The commands HMS+ (HMS plus) and HMS—

(HMS minus) add and subtract numbers in HMS format, with the re-

sult also in HMS format.
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For example, convert 141° 26’ 15” to decimal degrees.

9. Enter the number in HMS format.

a. Press (1](4) (] to key in the degrees.

b. Press (2] (6] to key in the minutes.

€. Press [(1](5] to key in the seconds.

10. Press to convert the number from HMS format to decimal

degrees.

 

3
2%
1: 141.4373
[*HHE[HMS%[HMZ+[HME-|D3F|R0|   

The other two functions on this menu row, D—=R (degrees-to-radians)
and R-D (radians-to-degrees) convert a real number between degrees
angular measure and radians angular measure.

 

 

   

11. Press to convert the number in level 1 from degrees to
radians.

3:
-
1: 2. 46833006079
[*HHZ[HIZ2[HHE+[HMS-]D*F|B30|
 

Altogether, you've calculated:

141° 26’ 15”7 = 141.4375° = 2.46855006079 radians
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Logarithmic, Exponential, and Hyperbolic
Functions

The LOGS menu contains logarithmic and exponential functions, both
common and natural, and hyperbolic functions. For a detailed de-
scription of these functions, refer to “LOGS” in the Reference Manual.

12. Press [(LOGS] to display the first row of the LOGS menu.

 

3
2
1: 2. 46855886079
[Lo[AL0S]LN[ERF[LNF1[ERFH|   

The functions LOG (common logarithm) and ALOG (common antiloga-

rithm) compute logarithms and exponentials to base 10. The functions
LN (natural logarithm) and EXP (natural exponential) calculate loga-
rithms and exponentials to base e. (¢ is a transcendental number
approximately equal to 2.71828182846.)

For an argument x, the function LNP1 (In plus 1) computes In (x + 1),
and the function EXPM (exp minus 1) computes (exp x) — 1. For argu-
ments close to 0, each of these functions provides greater accuracy
than the corresponding sequence of functions. (An example using
LNP1 appears in “Time Value of Money” on page 128.)

13. Press to display the second row of the LOGS menu.

 

  

3:
2
1: 2. 468335886079
|SINH[REINH]CoZH[ACOZH]TAMH[ATAMH]
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These are the hyperbolic functions and their inverses: SINH (hyper-
bolic sine) and ASINH (inverse hyperbolic sine), COSH (hyperbolic
cosine) and ACOSH (inverse hyperbolic cosine), and TANH (hyperbolic
tangent) and ATANH (inverse hyperbolic tangent). These functions are
derived from ¢*, the natural exponential function. All are one-number
functions that act on the number in level 1.

 

Other Real Functions

The REAL menu contains functions that apply primarily to real
numbers.

14. Press [REAL] to select the REAL menu.

 

  

3
2.
1: 2. 468355086079

|MEG |FACT |RAND [K02[MARE[HINE]
 

This section describes the commands in the first row. All commands
in the REAL menu are described briefly in appendix C, “Menu Map.”
For complete descriptions, refer to “REAL” in the Reference Manual.

The function NEG (negate) returns —x for an argument x. The func-
tion FACT (factorial) returns n! for a positive integer n or the gamma
function ['(x + 1) for a non-integer argument x. The command
RAND (random number) returns a random number calculated from a

seed specified by RDZ (randomize).

The functions MAXR (maximum real) and MINR (minimum real) return

symbolic constants for the largest and smallest positive real numbers
representable on the HP-28C. (To force a numerical result for a sym-
bolic constant, see “Using ©” on page 63.)

This section shows you how to use the function NEG. For conve-
nience, you can execute NEG by pressing (change sign) if no
command line is present. To enter the NEG command in the com-
mand line—for example, when you're keying in a program—press

or [N] (€] (G].
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Now negate the number in level 1 twice, once by pressing and
once by pressing

15. Press to negate the number in level 1.

 

   

 

3
2
1: - 2. 46820086079
NEGFACTKANDKDZ[MARE[HINE]

16. Press to negate the number a second time.

I
: 2, 46855006873
IETEETSTRTRT   
 

Using Complex Numbers

The HP-28C includes an object type that represents complex num-
bers. For example, the complex number z = 3 + 4i is represented by
the object <3, 4. Because each complex number is a single object,
you can calculate with complex numbers as easily as real numbers.

Most real-number functions also work with complex numbers. For ex-
ample, you add complex numbers just as you do real numbers—put
the numbers on the stack and press [+].

For certain functions, a real-number argument can produce a complex
result. For example, taking the square root of the negative real num-
ber —4 produces the complex result 0 + 2i, displayed as <@, 2>.

The HP-28C also uses complex-number objects to represent pairs of
coordinates. In the next section you’ll use complex numbers to convert
polar and rectangular coordinates.
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Converting Polar and Rectangular
Coordinates

A point in a plane can be described by two different coordinate sys-
tems. The illustration below shows one point described two ways, in
rectangular notation (x, y) and in polar notation (r, ).

 

  
  

In this section you'll take a point (x;, y;) in rectangular coordinates,
rotate it 10° in a counter-clockwise direction, and express the result
(x5, Y,) in rectangular coordinates. The basic steps are:

B Convert (x1, y;) to (r1, 07).

B Add (rq, 6;) and (0, 10) to calculate (r,, 6,).

B Convert (rp, 0,) to (x3, y»).

Before starting the calculation, select degrees angle mode (to express 6
in degrees) and FIX 2 number display mode (to make the complex
numbers easy to read).

0. Prepare your calculator to match the illustrations.

a. Press J[CLEAR] to clear the stack.

b. Press [MODE

Cc. DPress

| to select degrees angle mode.  

 

to select FIX 2 number display mode.
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Now begin the calculation, letting (x;, ;) = (18.1, 44.2). Use the
COMPLEX menu to enter (18.1, 44.2).

1. Press [CcvPLX] to select the COMPLEX menu.

 

 

31

2
|R|CF|RE|IM[COMJJSTSM|   

All commands in the COMPLEX menu are described briefly in appen-
dix C, “Menu Map.” For complete descriptions, refer to “COMPLEX”
in the Reference Manual.

The R-+C (real-to-complex) command converts two real numbers x and
y to one complex number (x, y); C+R (complex-to-real) does the oppo-
site. For a complex argument (x, y), RE (real part) returns x, IM
(imaginary part) returns y, CON]J (conjugate) returns (x, —y), and SIGN
returns the complex sign of (x, y).

2. Put (xq, y;) on the stack.

 

   

 

a. Press (-] to put x; on the stack.

b. Press (4](4][] to put y; on the stack.

38
2t 18.18
1: 44 .28

|R[C3k|KE[IM|CoMJ[SIGN

c. to combine x; and y; into (x;, y;).

3:
2
1: (18.18,44.28)
Iflfllflflflllfiflllflfllfiflmflfiflflfl   
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You can also key in a complex number all at once, as shown in step 5
below.

3. Press to display the second row of the COMPLEX menu.

 

  

3
-
1: ¢13.18,44.28)
|F3F|FoF|RES[NEG|ARG[|
 

The functions R-=P (rectangular-to-polar) and P=R (polar-to-rectangu-

lar) convert a complex number between rectangular notation (x, y)

and polar notation (r, /). For a complex argument (x, y), the function
ABS (absolute value) returns r, the function NEG returns (—x, —y),

and the function ARG returns #.

4. Press to convert (x;, y;) to (r;, ;). The angle 0 is ex-

pressed in degrees because you selected degrees angle mode.

 

  

3
2
1: (47, 7By 67.73)
|F3F|PR|AES|NEG|ARG||
 

5. Press [((J(0](-J(1](0o](ENTER] to put (0, 10) on the stack. The clos-
ing parenthesis » is added for you.

 

  

3
21 Cd7.rBabr.73)
1: .86, 160.88)
IEHIIEHIIEEIIHEIIEEIIIII
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6. Press to calculate (ry, 6,).

 

   

 

3=
2

TTTLTTN

7. Press to convert (r,, 6,) to (x5, Y,).

3
2

F*FFoFABSMEGARG|   
This completes the calculation. In rectangular coordinates, (18.1, 44.2)

rotated 10° counter-clockwise equals (10.15, 46.67).
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6
More About the Command

Line
 

This chapter discusses how the command line works and how to edit
text in the command line. For more information about the command

line, refer to chapter 2, “Basic Operations,” in the Reference Manual.

 

Entry Modes

The HP-28C has three entry modes, each optimized for keying in cer-
tain types of objects.

B [mmediate entry mode, which is the default mode, enables you to
key in data objects and immediately act on them.

B Algebraic entry mode makes it easy to key in algebraic objects (ex-
pressions and equations) and then act on them.

B Alpha entry mode is used to key in programs.

This section demonstrates these entry modes by repeating a calcula-
tion three times, once in each mode.

0. Prepare the calculator to match the illustrations.

a. Press [[CLEAR] to clear the stack.

b. Press [MODE to select STD number display mode.

C. Press (] to select the cursor menu.
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Immediate Entry Mode

This is the entry mode you're familiar with. In this example you'll see
that you can enter more than one number on the command line.

1. Press to write the numbers 1 and 2 in the com-
mand line.

 

=
=
0
0

20   
2. Press to add the two numbers. In immediate entry mode,

pressing executes ENTER (putting both numbers on the stack)
and then executes the + function.

 

I
R

   

Algebraic Entry Mode

You saw this entry mode when you keyed in an expression (page 31)
or a name (page 49).

3. Press ('] to begin the expression. The cursor changes, indicating
algebraic entry mode.

 

=
—
M
a
0
d

B   
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4. Press to write the expression in the command line. In
algebraic entry mode, pressing writes + in the command line
rather than executing ENTER and the + function.

 

=
=
l

}
—
t
E
E

E
E
B

u
u

+28   
5. Press to evaluate the expression. In algebraic entry mode,

pressing executes ENTER (putting the expression on the
stack) and then executes the EVAL command.

 

~
M
r
W
A

  
3
3
 

Why did pressing [(EVAL] cause execution when pressing didn’t?
The reason is that is a function and (EVAL] is a command.

® Functions are mathematical operations. They are allowed in alge-
braic objects (expressions and equations), so in algebraic entry
mode their names are written in the command line. Other examples
of functions are SIN, LN, NEG, and R-P.

® Commands are generally stack and user-memory operations. They
aren’t allowed in algebraic objects, so they execute in algebraic en-
try mode just as they do in immediate entry mode. Other examples
of commands are DROP, SWAP, STO, and PURGE.

Next is an entry mode where functions and commands write their
names in the command line.
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Alpha Entry Mode

This entry mode is automatically selected when you begin to key in a
program. This example uses (@] (alpha entry), rather than a program, to
select alpha entry mode.

6. Press ('] to begin the expression. The cursor changes, indicating
algebraic entry mode.

 

=
—
=
J
0
)

m
E
m

E
m
B

W

  
 

7. Press [a] to select alpha entry mode. The cursor changes again,
indicating alpha entry mode. In addition, the Ol annunciator ap-
pears at the top of the display. (Mostillustrations in this manual
don’t show the annunciators. For the location of the annunci-
ators, see page 25.)

 

=
M

o

  
 

8. Press (*] to key the expression into the command line.
This time the expression won'’t be the last object in the command
line, so you must add the closing ' yourself.

 3
2
! i

B
N

E
E

B
N

W

+2'R  
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9. Press to write EVAL in the command line. Because EVAL
is a command, spaces are automatically added before and after
its name.

 

Q

  +2' EVAL B
 

10. Press to process the contents of the command line. The
alpha annunciator Ol disappears.

 

—
M
N
W
E

  W
 

Why did pressing (ENTER] cause execution when pressing and
EVAL] didn’t? The reason is that (ENTER] isn’t a function or a
command.

Operations that aren’t functions or commands are simply called oper-
ations. They execute in all entry modes, so they’re not programmable.
Other examples of operations are (ON], (¢], and the menu selection
keys.

Summary of Function, Command, and Operation
Keys

To be precise, the entry mode affects only the key specifically identi-
fied with a function, command, or operation. For example, you can
spell out the command (0]in any entry mode, because the rules

for entry modes apply only to the key.
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Here’s a summary.

B Function keys execute only in immediate entry mode.

® Command keys execute in immediate or algebraic entry mode.

B Operation keys execute in all entry modes.

 

Editing Objects

Next you'll edit an object in the command line. In chapter 4 you cre-
ated an expression for a resistance calculation, and you stored the
expression in a variable named RTOT. Now create a new expression
that is similar to RTOT but includes a fourth resistor. You'll return a
copy of RTOT to the stack, return that copy to the command line, and
edit the copy to create the modified expression. The original expres-
sion RTOT won’t change.

0. Press lI(CLEAR] to clear the stack, preparing the calculator to
match the illustrations.

Returning Objects to the Command Line

1. Return the expression stored in RTOT to the stack.

a. Press to select the USER menu.

 

  

3

2
K3k2RlEC[RToT]|
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b. Press to return the expression stored in RTOT to
level 1.

 

  
1: SRLETNVCINYCR2)+ TNV
IIONT
 

2. Press [EDIT] to return the expression to the command line.

 

 

   
The expression in level 1 appears in inverse characters to warn you
that it will be replaced by the contents of the command line. The al-
pha annunciator QU appears, indicating that alpha entry mode is
active.

Now modify the expression to represent the formula:

R = Ry +
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Moving the Cursor

3. Move the cursor to the desired position.

The operations for moving the cursor are on the cursor menu—
the labels printed in white just above the menu keys. The cursor
menu is active whenever the command line exists and no menu
is displayed. (You can turn the cursor menu on and off by press-
ing («#»]. Pressing M[EDIT] automatically turns on the cursor
menu.)

a. Press (¥]to move the cursor to the lower row of the com-
mand line.

 

 

 

  
b. Press [»] three times to move the cursor just past the term

for R3.

 

 

 

  
You can hold down (4], (v], («], or [»] for repeated motion in
the indicated direction, or you can press li(a], B(v], B, or

B> to move the cursor as far as possible in the indicated
direction.
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Selecting Insert or Replace Mode

4. Press to select insert mode. The shape of the cursor changes
to an arrow, indicating that text will be inserted to the left of the
character at the cursor position.

(Pressing a second time returns to replace mode, where text
replaces the character at the cursor position.)

5. Press (+]B(1/x] (J[R] (4] to key in the term for R4.

 

 

   
6. Press to replace the expression in level 1 by the edited

expression in the command line.

 

18 'RI+IMVCINYCRZ22+INVC
R32+INV(R4) D'

F3k2RlECJRTOT||   

Canceling an Edit

If you change your mind about editing the object in level 1—if you
decide that you wanted to keep the original—don’t press [ENTER]. In-
stead, press to cancel the edit. The command line is cleared, and
the original object remains in level 1. Sometimes, if you make mis-
takes editing an object, it's easier to cancel the edit and start over.
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Editing a Variable

In the preceding example you created a modified copy of RTOT, but
you didn’t change RTOT itself. You could change RTOT by using
B(visiT] instead of M[EDIT], as follows:

1. Press('](R](T](0](T] MViSIT] to return the contents of RTOT to
the command line.

2. Edit the expression.

3. Press to replace the previous contents of the variable
RTOT by the expression in the command line. (To cancel the
edit, press instead of [(ENTER].)
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7
More About the Stack
 

Now that you've used the stack for a variety of operations, here’s a
summary of its basic features.

B The stack is a sequence of objects, each object occupying one num-
bered stack level.

B The objects you key into the command line are put on the stack
when you execute ENTER. Each object is put in level 1, lifting
other objects to the next higher stack level. The first object in the
command line is the first object put on the stack.

B The stack can contain any number of objects.

B Most commands take their arguments from the stack and return
their results to the stack.

This chapter first discusses [CATALOG], which shows the arguments

that must be on the stack for each command, and J[LAST], which
returns copies of the arguments used by the most recent command.
Also described are [VIEw+ Jand @[VIEW+ ], which enable you to view
any objects on the stack.

Next discussed are commands for copying and rearranging the objects
on the stack. These sections shows you how to use some of the com-
mands in the STACK menu. All commands in the STACK menu are
described briefly in appendix C, “Menu Map.” For complete descrip-
tions, refer to “STACK” in the Reference Manual.
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The Catalog of Commands

The HP-28C contains a catalog of all commands, listed alphabetically.
For each command the catalog shows its usage—that is, the argu-
ments required by the command. The following example checks the
usage of STO and +.

For a complete description of the catalog, refer to “CATALOG” in the
Reference Manual. For a description of any command listed in the
catalog, refer to “Operation Index” in the back of the Reference
Manual.

1. Press [J(CATALOG] to start the catalog. The first command is
ABORT.

 

[MERTFREWSCANUZE [FETCH   
Normal calculator operation is suspended while the catalog is active.
BVCH NEXT , and operations move the catalog to other
commands. The operation displays the arguments required by
the current command. The and operations terminate the
catalog, restoring normal calculator operation.

2. Press to move the catalog to SAME. (Pressing any letter key
moves the catalog to the first command that starts with that
letter.)

 

=l

  MERT FREYZCHNLIZE [FETCH
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3. Press to start the catalog moving automatically through
the alphabetical listing of commands. The menu label
changes to . When you see STO displayed, press i to
stop scanning.

4. Probably the catalog scanned past STO before you could press
. Press repeatedly until STO is displayed. (You can

repeatedly execute or by holding down the menu
key.)

 

  [NERTFREYZCANLISE [FETCH
 

5. Press to show the usage for STO. The USAGE display
shows that STO takes any object in level 2 and a name in
level 1.

!= EI’IH HEJEC!
1: Hame
IDDB=154

 

   
6. Press to return to the main catalog.

 

  [NERTFRENZCAMUIZE JFETCH
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7. Press [#]to move the catalog to +. (Pressing any non-alphabeti-
cal key on the left-hand keyboard whose character doesn’t begin
a command moves the catalog to +, the first non-alphabetical
command.)

 

   ICTETTIS=T

8. Press to show the usage for +. The display shows that +
takes real numbers in levels 2 and 1.

 

: Kea umber
1: Real Number
LTI=)5    

For commands such as + that can take more than one combina-

tion of arguments, you can press or to display
other options.

9. Press 14 times to view the complete usage for +. The
14th possible combination of arguments is a symbolic object (an
algebraic object or a name) with another symbolic object.

!: EEQEEI"E}C or HENE
1: Algebraic or MHame

330I=4

 

   
10. Press to return to the main catalog.

 

  NERTFREVSCAN]UZE [FETCH
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11. Press [ to exit the catalog and return to normal calculator
operation. (Alternatively, you can exit the catalog by pressing

, which also writes the name of the current command in
the command line.)

 

Recovering Last Arguments

Whenever a command takes arguments from the stack, it saves a copy
of its arguments and discards the arguments saved from the previous
command. You can recover the arguments from the last command by
pressing [LAST]. This feature is useful when you use a number in
two consecutive calculations.

For example, calculate (In x)/x for x = 5.2.

0. Prepare the calculator to match the illustrations.

a. DPress JCLEAR] to clear the stack.

b. Press ([MODE to select STD number display mode.

c. Press [«] to select the cursor menu.

1. Press ] to write 5.2 in the command line.

 

   

 

  

3
2
1:
5 . ED

2. Press [LOGS] to calculate In 5.2.

o
1: 1. 64865862559
Lo[aLns]LNEXFLNFL[EHFHM
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3. Press [LAST] to return 5.2 to level 1.

 

  

3:

2: 1.64865862553

ICENNAR
 

4. Press (+] to calculate (In 5.2)/5.2.

 

  

3
-
1: . 31784973569
[Liv3[LiaLN]EnFJLNFLIERFH)
 

 

Viewing Stack Objects

You can check the contents of the stack without moving any objects
by executing [VIEw+ and @[VIEw+]. Viewing has no effect on the
contents of the stack or the action of commands.

To observe the effect of the commands in the remainder of this chap-
ter, clear the stack and key in a few names.

0. Press l(CLEAR] to clear the stack.

1. Press [«*] to select the cursor menu.

2. Press [*][A] (ENTER] "] [B][ENTER][*] (C] (ENTER] ("] (D] (ENTER] [']
) to put six names on the stack.

 

4: ICI

3: IDI

2: IEI

1: IFI   
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3. Press @[VIEW+t twice to show higher levels of the stack.

 

m

 W
H
O

 
 

4. Press [VIEW+ twice to show lower levels of the stack.

 

M
W

 
m

  
 

Copying Stack Objects

When you make a copy of an object on the stack, the copy is returned
to level 1, and the other objects on the stack (including the original
object) are pushed to a higher level.

The next commands make copies of the object in level 1, level 2, any

level, or both levels 1 and 2.

5. Press @[sTACK] to display the STACK menu.

 

  

3: 1 1

2 .
|OUF |oMER |DUF2JOROF2]FoT[LIST3|

 

The remainder of this chapter discusses most of the commands in the

STACK menu. All commands are described briefly in appendix C,
“Menu Map.” For complete descriptions, refer to “STACK” in the Ref-
erence Manual.
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6. Make a copy of the object in level 1, then drop it from the stack.

 

a. Press (duplicate) to make a copy of the object in
level 1.

3: 'E

2: 'F!

i: 'F!

DUFovERDUF2[DROFE]FOT[LISTH)   
(When no command line is present, you can execute DUP
by pressing (ENTER]. To enter DUP in the command line—
for example, when you're keying in a program—press

or (0] (P])
b. Press to drop the copy from the stack.

 

 

3: 1 I

2 E,
DUFoYERDUFE[DROFE]FOTJLIZTH   

7. Make a copy of the object in level 2, then drop it from the stack.

 

  

a. Press to make a copy of the object in level 2.

u 1 1

3 E.
i: 'E!

BTNII(ATIR(S )
 

b. Press to drop the copy from the stack.

 

  

=
D

2t N
ITGTTN
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8. Make a copy of the object in level 3, then drop it from the stack.

a. Press to show the second row of the STACK menu.

 

  
 

 

3: 1 1

n 1 1

FOLLO]PICK[DUFN[DFEOFN[DEFTH]3LIZT]

b. Press to make a copy of the object in level 3.

. 1 1

1 . 1 D 1

FOLLD]FICK[DUFN[DROFN]DEFTH]3LIZT]  
 

This command uses a number to specify a stack level. Note
that is equivalent to , and is
equivalent to

c. DPress to drop the copy from the stack.

 

  

3: |D|

- 3
)GN)]
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9. Make copies of the objects in levels 1 and 2.

a. Press to return to the first row of the STACK menu.

 

b. Press [iZ4] to make copies of the objects in levels 1 and 2.

. 1 1

2 E
1 . 1 F 1

ITR(TT(S )  
 

€. Press [Ii# to drop the copies from the stack.|

 

  

3: |D|

2 E.
OUFoVERDUF2[OROF2]FOT[LIZT3|
 

 

Rearranging Stack Objects

In general, objects on the stack are rearranged by rotating a block of
objects. The rotation occurs in one of two directions. In one direction,
the object in level 1 moves to the highest level in the block, and the
other objects in the block move down to lower levels. In the other
direction, the object in the highest level in the block moves to level 1,
and the other objects in the block move up to higher levels.
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The next commands rotate blocks of two, three, or four objects.

10. Rotate the objects in levels 1 and 2.

a. Press [l[swWAP] to exchange the objects in levels 1 and 2.

 

  

=H !

1 E.
IAGTMS
 

b. Press l[SWAP] again to restore the original order.

 

  

=H Iy !

2 E.
|DUF [OWER [DUIF2[DROFE]K0T[LIST|

 

11. Rotate the objects in levels 1, 2, and 3.

 

  
 

 

a. DPress B to move the object in level 3 to level 1.

. 1 1

3 E.
1 . 1 D 1

|oUF |OVER [DUFEJOROF2]FOT[LISTH

b. Press twice more to restore the original order.g

3: i 1

2: 1 1

1 = 1 F 1

KAI[IET REE  
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12. Rotate the objects in levels 1, 2, 3, and 4.

a. Press [ROLL] to move the object in level 4 to level 1.

 

  

3: 1 1

2 .
DUFoYER[DUFR[DROFE]ROTJLIZTH
 

Note that l[ROLL] has no effect, ll[ROLL] is equivalent to

B(swar], and B(ROLL] is equivalent to

b. Press to show the second row of the STACK menu.

 

  

c. Press to restore the original order.

3 = 1 1

2: 1 E 1

1 : 1 F 1

ROLLD] FICK|DUFN[DEOFN[DEFTH
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Programs
 

This chapter shows how to write and use simple programs. For gen-
eral information about programs, refer to “Programs” in the Reference
Manual. For information about the commands used primarily in pro-
grams, refer to “PROGRAM BRANCH,” “PROGRAM CONTROL,”
and “PROGRAM TEST” in the Reference Manual.

This chapter also compares expressions with programs. This discus-
sion is based on the use of expressions in chapter 4.

 

Creating Programs

A program is a sequence of objects and commands contained in a
single object. When you evaluate the program, the objects are put on
the stack and the commands are executed.

In chapter 6 you learned about alpha entry mode, in which pressing a
command key writes the command name in the command line rather
than executing the command. Only when you finally pressed
were the commands executed. A program is effectively an object that
contains an entire command line. Evaluating the program has the
same effect as returning its contents to the command line and press-

ing (ENTER).
Programs are most useful when stored in a variable. The unquoted
name of a program variable acts as a command. You can run the pro-
gram (that is, evaluate it) by pressing a key in the USER menu, or you
can call the program as a subroutine (that is, evaluate it) by including
its unquoted name in another program.
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In this section you'll calculate the area of a disk in three ways, the
third way being a program. Next you'll store the program in a vari-
able DISK, then use DISK within a program that calculates the
volume of a cylinder.

0. Prepare your calculator to match the illustrations.

a. Press [[CLEAR] to clear the stack.

b. Press [lMODE] to select STD number display mode.

Cc. Press (] to select the cursor menu.

1. Calculate #+? for r = 3, using to put objects on the stack.

a. Press to put 3 on the stack.

 

   

 

4
3
2
1: 3

b. Press l(x*] to compute 2.

4:
3:
2
1: 3   

c. Press B(~] to put = on the stack.

 

=
M
W

pA
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d. Press to compute 772,

 

M
)
A

  Ig*.n.l

 

e. DPress l[+Num] to force a real-number result.

 

M
W

pA

28.2743338823   
2. Repeat the calculation, using to put 3 on the stack and

using alpha entry mode to accumulate the commands.

a. Press to put 3 on the stack.

 

M  
28.2?4333882%
 

b. Press[a]to select alpha entry mode. The Ol annunciator ap-
pears. (Most illustrations in this manual don’t show the
annunciatiors. For the location of the annunciators, see
page 25.)

c. Press [x?] to write S& (square) in the command line. The

cursor indicates alpha entry mode.

 

28.2?43338823

—
=
r
a
)

D
s

=
m

=
m

H    
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d. Press [~] to write v in the command line.

 

=

2: 28.2743338823

S0 TH   
e. Press [SPACE] to write a space after .

 

3

%E 28.2?4333882%

Sfi T B   
f. Press to write ¥ in the command line.

 

3
%E 28.2?4333882%
L

   
g. Press J[+NUM] to write *NUM in the command line.

 

31
%5 28.2?4333882%

S0 m ¥ +MUM B   
h. Press [ENTER] to execute the commands in the command

line.

 

 

4:
31
25 28.2r43338823
1: 28.2743338823  
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Executing the commands all at once produces the same result as
executing them one at a time, but you don’t see the intermediate
results.

Repeat the calculation, using to put 3 on the stack and
creating a program that contains the commands.

a. Press to put 3 on the stack.

 

4
3: 28.2743338823
% 23. 2?43338823

   
b. Press [«] to begin the program. The cursor changes, indicat-

ing alpha entry mode, and the Ol annunciator appears.
(Pressing [«] automatically selects alpha entry mode, just as
pressing '] automatically selects algebraic entry mode.)

 

28.2743338823
28. 2?4333882%

   

c. Press l[~*] B[~ B(=NuM] to write
S@ w ¥ 3*NUM in the command line.

 

3t 28.2743338823
.‘%‘ 28. 2?43338823

& SR wm * *NUM B   
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d. Press to put the program in level 1. The closing # is
added for you.

 

28.2743338823
28.2?43338823

€ S6 w ¥ NUM *=
M
W
A

   
e. Press to evaluate the program in level 1. Evaluating a

program that contains the commands is equivalent to accu-
mulating the commands in the command line and then
executing them all at once.

 

28.2743338823
28.2r43338823
28.2743338823a

0
p

   
f. Press [CLEAR] to clear the stack.

4. Store the program in a variable named DISK.

a. Press [ COMMAND to recover the previous contents of the
command line.

 

SE@om ¥ +NUM   
b. Press to put the program on the stack.

 

B   € SR m ¥ *HUM »
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c. Press(['](D])[1] to enter the name in the command
line.

 

=
0
0

G
s

=
m

m
m

€ SR w * »HUM ®

  I1SkB
 

d. Press to create the program variable DISK. The pro-
gram and name are removed from the stack.

 

—
M
r
W
p
A

  
 

5. Calculate 7r* for r = 3, using the USER menu to run DISK.

a. Press to select the USER menu. The program vari-
able DISK appears at the left-hand end of the first row

because it is the most recently created variable. (Your dis-
play will be different from the illustration if you created
different variables.)

 

  
 

 

3

%E
ATG

b. Press to calculate = x 32

%E
i 28. 27433380823
ARGO  
 

c. Press to clear the stack.
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Programs That Call Programs

You can now use the name DISK like a command in other programs.
For example, you'll create a program CYL that calculates the volume
of a cylinder. The program CYL uses DISK to calculate the area of the
cylinder’s base, and is said to call DISK.

Before writing the program CYL, calculate the volume of a cylinder
step-by-step using the stack.

6. Calculate nr?h for r = 3 and h = 4, using the USER menu to

run DISK.

a. DPress ' to calculate © X 32,

b. Press to calculate 7 X 32 X 4.

 

  

3
2
1: 113.0897335529
(012t ]B3 |R2 |K1 |EC|RTOT |
 

7. Now write a program that takes r and h from the stack and re-
turns wr?h. (Assume that r is in level 2 and h is in level 1.)

a. Press [«] to begin the program. The cursor changes, indicat-
ing alpha entry mode, and the Ol annunciator appears.

b. Press [[swAP] to write SWAP in the command line. When
executed, SWAP will move r to level 1.

 

  

2
1: 113.897335529
« SWAP N
012kk3R2K1EC[RTOT
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c. Press to write DISK in the command line. When ex-

ecuted, DISK will return wr2.

 

2
113.6897335529

& SWAP DISK B
RIITWST   

d. Press[x]to write ¥ in the command line. When executed, >

will return wr?h.

 

2
1: 113.897335529
€ SWAP DISK *H
EEHITWW GT   

e. Press to put the program in level 1. The closing # is
added for you.

 

  

3
25 113.097333529
1: € SWAP DISK * *
(0Izk]R3 |k2 |Rl |EC[RTOT |
 

8. Press['] to store the program in a variable named
CYL. The label for CYL is added to the USER menu.

 

3
2
: 113, 97335529
CiL{bizk]|R3]k2RLEG  
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9. Calculate 7r?h for r = 3 and h = 4, using the USER menu to
run CYL.

a. Press to put 3 on the stack.

 

  
 

 

=

2: 113.897335523

DART

b. Press to calculate wr2h.

=

3 115. 897335529
s 113, 697335554
CiLJDISK]R]R2|KL]EC  
 

 

Comparing Programs With Expressions

Programs and expressions are called procedure objects. A procedure
contains commands that are executed when the procedure is
evaluated.

An expression represents a mathematical calculation in a form similar
to written mathematical notation. It contains one or more functions
and the functions’ arguments, which can be numbers, variables, or
subexpressions. When evaluated, an expression takes no arguments
from the stack and returns a single result to the stack. Every expres-
sion is equivalent to some program. (The converse is not true.)

In chapter 4 you created an expression RTOT by performing a cal-
culation using variables, rather than numbers, as arguments. In this
sense you can think of an expression as the symbolic result of a
calculation.

At the same time, expressions are like programs. When you evaluate
an expression, the functions in the expression are executed. In chapter
4 you used the Solver to assign values to the variables in RTOT, and

you evaluated RTOT when you pressed
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There are two major differences between programs and expressions.
Thefirst difference involves what kinds of commands can be included
in them. Programs can include any commands, including stack com-
mands such as SWAP and DROP, and user-memory commands such as
STO and PURGE. Expressions can’t include stack commands or user-
memory commands. The commands that you can include in
expressions, such as + and SIN, are called functions.

The second major difference concerns programs and expressions
stored in variables. Suppose the USER menu shows a program named
CYL and an expression named RTOT. In immediate entry mode,
pressing causes the program CYL to be evaluated. Pressing

doesn’t cause the expression RTOT to be evaluated—instead,
the expression is returned to level 1.

The calculator “delays” evaluating expressions so you can use them as
symbolic arguments. When you created the expression RTOT, for ex-
ample, you first entered names, then used those names as symbolic
arguments to produce expressions, and then combined those expres-
sions into larger expressions.

When you do want to evaluate an expression, you must execute an
explicit command. For example, in chapter 2 you pressed to
evaluate the expression in level 1, and in chapter 2 you pressed
to evaluate the current equation.

Refer to “ALGEBRA” in the Reference Manual for a more detailed ex-

planation of algebraic objects.
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9
Plotting Expressions
 

This chapter introduces plotting on the HP-28C. Plotting is helpful in
itself, giving a visual understanding of how an expression behaves. In
addition, plotting makesit easy to estimate the roots, maxima, or min-
ima of an expression. The next chapter, “The Solver,” shows how to
use the Solver to turn estimates into precise numbers.

In this chapter you'll learn how to use some of the commands in the
PLOT menu. All commands in the PLOT menu are described briefly
in appendix C, “Menu Map.” For complete descriptions, refer to
“PLOT” in the Reference Manual.

0. Prepare the calculator to match the illustrations.

a. Press [[CLEAR] to clear the stack.

b. Press [MODE] to select radians angle mode. The
(2T) annunciator appears.

c. Press N to select STD number display mode.

d. Press [«#] to select the cursor menu.
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1. Plotting uses a variable named PPAR to store a list of plotting
parameters. Purge any existing PPAR to ensure that the next plot
uses the default plotting parameters.

a. Press B[PLOT] to select the PLOT menu.

 

3

2
[ZTEC[RCEC[FMIN]FHAL[INDEF]DRAK    

b. Press to display the second row of the PLOT menu.

 

   

3
%’:

|FRAFR|RES|ARESJCENTE]%14|¥H|

€. Press [')] BI[PURGE] to purge any existing PPAR.

For the first example, plot sin x.

2. Put the expression in level 1.

a. DPress to select the TRIG menu.

 

  

b. Press ('] to put the expression in level 1.

3
2.
1: 'SINCKD !
|ZIN[ASIN]Cos|ACos|THN|ATAN
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3.

5.

Store the expression as the current equation—a normal variable
with the special name EQ.

a. DPress @(rLOT] to select the PLOT menu.

 

   

 

   

3
2
1: 'SINCKY
ZTEC[RCEC:[FMIN[FHAY[INDEF]DRAL

b. Press to store the expression in a variable named
EQ. Pressing is equivalent to pressing ('] Q]
STO .

(The Solver also uses the variable EQ. In chapter 4, you
stored a copy of the expression RTOT in EQ. When you
executed STEQ just now, you replaced the copy of RTOT
with the expression 'SIH(X> ')

3
%:

[FTEC[RCEC[FHIN[FHA[INDEF]DEAL

Press . The calculator plots the expression.

 

< RN    
The horizontal line is the axis for the independent variable (x in
this example), and the vertical line is the axis for the dependent
variable (the value of the expression sin x). The ticks on both
axes mark intervals of length 1.

Wait for the ((#) annunciator to disappear, indicating that the
plot is complete.

Press to restore the normal display of the stack.
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Changing the Scale of the Plot

In general, plotting an expression doesn’t produce such tidy results
the first time. When you're plotting an unfamiliar expression you may
need to adjust the plotting region—defined by the plotting param-
eters—to show the relevant characteristics of the expression.

If you know beforehand the region that you want to plot, you can
directly change the plotting parameters in PPAR. (PPAR is described
in detail in “PLOT” in the Reference Manual.) More often you need to
experiment to find the desired plotting region. This manual shows
you how to use commands in the PLOT menu to “home in” on the
desired plot.

For the second example, plot the expression x> — x> — x + 3.

7. Press ][]W)(]X)MU ([2) () (X (] (8] (ENTER] to put the
expression in level 1.

 

   

 

3:
2

1: 'KhI3-KT2-K+3!
STEC[RCECH[FMIM[FHAY[TIMDEF|DRAK

8. Press Ito store the expression as the current equation.

9. Press BLIH. The calculator plots the expression.

 

  
 

The horizontal line is the axis for x, and the vertical line is the

axis for x3 — x2 — x + 3.

This plot shows a zero of the expression—a value of X for which the
value of the expression is zero. The zero is located where the graph of
the expression crosses the X axis. In the next chapter we’ll use the
Solver to find a precise number for this zero.
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To show more of the graph, expand the vertical scale and plot again.

10. Wait for the ((®) annunciator to disappear, indicating that the
plot is complete.

11. Press to restore the normal display of the stack.

12. Expand the height by a scaling factor of 2.

a. DPress to display the second row of the PLOT menu.

 

   

3:
%:

FFRERESRUES[CENTR]%14*H

b. Press (times height) to double the vertical scale.

13. Plot again with the new plot parameters.

a. Press [PREV]. The first row of the PLOT menu reappears.

 

  
 

3:
%:

[STEC:[RCEC[FMIN[FHAR[TNDEF{DRAK

b. Press . The new plot looks like this:

 

The ticks on the horizontal axis still mark off intervals of length
1, but now the tick marks on the vertical axis mark off intervals
of length 2.

   

Now translate the plot, moving the interesting part to the center of
the display.
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Translating the Plot

With the plot still displayed, press [»] four times, then press [(a] four
times. You’'ll see cross hairs in the display.

You can use the cross hairs to digitize any point on the display, re-
turning the coordinates of the point (according to the current scale) to
the stack. We'll digitize the point we want to be the center of the next
plot and use it to adjust the plotting parameters.

 

   

14. Move the cross hairs to the approximate position shown below.
Use (a], (v], (¢], and [»] to move the cross hairs.

15. Press to digitize the point.

16. Press to return to the stack display. The coordinates of the
digitized point, represented by a complex number, are in level 1.
(Your coordinates may differ slightly from the illustration.)
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17.

18.

Redefine the center of the plot.

a. DPress to display the second row of the PLOT menu.

 

   

=H
2

1: C.d,1.82
[FFARRESAHESCEMTER]$H%H

b. Press . The coordinates are taken from the stack and

used to adjust the plot parameters. Unlike , the
command doesn’t change the scale.

Try another plot.

a. DPress [PREV] to display the first row of the PLOT menu.

 

1:

[ZTEC[RCEC:[FMIN]FHAL[INDEF]DERI    
b. Press

 

 

   
Now zoom in on an interesting part of the plot. You could use
again, using a fractional scaling factor. (For example, a scaling factor
of .5 would returnthe vertical scale to its original value.) But there’s a
more flexible way to zoom in on a plot.
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Redefining the Corners of the Plot

We'll digitize two points this time, one for the lower-left corner of the
new plot and one for the upper-right corner, to zoom in on the local
maximum and minimum.

19.

20.

21.

116

Digitize the desired lower-left corner.

a. Move the cross hairs to the approximate position shown be-
low. Use (4], [v], [«4], and [»] to move the cross hairs.

X
A A a

I T ’ r * -

 

  
 

b. Press to digitize the point.

Digitize the desired upper-right corner.

a. Move the cross hairs to the approximate position shown
below.

f#:#

 

  
 

b. Press to digitize the point.

Press to return to the stack display. The coordinates of the
lower-left corner, represented by a complex number, are in level
2. The coordinates of the upper-right corner are in level 1. (Your
coordinates may differ slightly from the illustration.)

 

3
25 (=1.9,1.2)
1' (2.1,3.62
mmmmm   
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22. Press (plot maxima) to redefine the upper-right corner of
the plot. The coordinates are taken from the stack and used to
adjust the plotting parameters.

23. Press (plot minima) to redefine the lower-left corner of the
plot.

24. Press . The new plot appears.

 

   
Since you changed the height and width of the plot, both the
vertical and horizontal scales are changed.

The plot shows two extremes in the expression’s graph—a local maxi-
mum and a local minimum. In the next chapter we’ll use the Solver to
find a precise value for the minimum. To avoid repeating all these
steps to generate our current plotting parameters, store the current
value of PPAR in a variable with a different name. To recreate this
plot in the next chapter, you'll restore PPAR to its current value.

25. Press to return to the stack display.

26. Put the current contents of PPAR in level 1.

a. Press to display the second row of the PLOT menu.

b. Press [ to return the list containing the current plot-
ting parameters to level 1. For information about the
plotting parameters and for details about plotting in gen-
eral, see “PLOT” in the Reference Manual.

 

  

1z ¢ (-1.5,1.20
5_2.1,3.é> %1 ¢B,8)

'PFRERESARES[LEMTE]2*H
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27. Create a variable PPAR1 that contains the current plotting

 

  

parameters.

a. Press '] (1].

1t ¢ ¢-1.5,1.20
(2.1,2.63 % 1 ¢@,8)

'PPARIE
CPFRFREZRAES[CEMTR]b*H
 

b. Press to create PPARI.

Now you're ready to use the Solver to find precise numbers for the
zero, local minimum, and local maximum of the expression.
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10
The Solver
 

This chapter describes how to find a zero and a minimum of the ex-
pression you plotted in the previous chapter. You'll need some of the
results from that chapter, so work through the steps in the previous
chapter if you haven’t done so already.

For a complete description of the Solver, refer to “SOLVE” in the Ref-
erence Manual.

0. Prepare the calculator to match the illustrations.

a. Press [[CLEAR] to clear the stack.

b. Press [MODE to select radians angle mode. The
(277) annunciator appears.

€. Press to select FIX 2 number display mode.
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Finding a Zero of an Expression

The following example assumes that the expression x> — x> — x + 3
is still the current equation and that you've created the variable
PPARI1, as described in the previous chapter. You'll plot the expres-
sion again, digitize an estimate for a zero of the expression, and then
use the Solver to find a more accurate value for the zero.

1. Plot the expression x> — x?
ues for PPAR.

First, purge the existing PPAR to ensure that the next plot uses
the default plotting parameters.

a. Press [[PLOT] to select the PLOT menu.

— x + 3 again, using the default val-

 

3:

2
[ZTEC[RCEC:[FMIN|FHAY[INDEF[DRAL |   

b. Press to display the second row of the PLOT menu.

 

   

3:
%:

[FFAFERESARES[CENMTR]€W*¥H

c. Press ('] §ZZ0 M(PURGE] to purge any existing PPAR.

Now plot the expression.

d. Press l[PREV] to return to the first row of the PLOT menu.

 

3

2:
[ZTEC[RCEC[FRMIN]FHAR[INDEF]DA   
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e. Press [71. The calculator plots the expression.

fl Wait for the ((®) annunciator to disappear, indicating that
the plot is complete.

This plot shows a zero of the expression—a value of X for which
the value of the expression is zero. The zero is located where the
graph of the expression crosses the horizontal axis.

Digitize an estimate for the zero.

Move the cross hairs to the approximate intersection of the

 

 

   

a.

graph and the horizontal axis. (Use (4], [¥], («], and [»] to
move the cross hairs.)

+ $ j: I —t +

b. Press to digitize the point. You'll use this point as an
estimate for finding the exact zero of the expression. (In
case the expression has more than one root, the estimate
indicates which one you want.)

C. Press to return to the stack display. The coordinates of
the digitized point, represented by a complex number, are
in level 1. (Your coordinates may differ slightly from the
illustration.)
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3. Use the Solver to find a more accurate estimate.

a. Press to display the SOLVE menu.

 

    
 

3:

2t

1: (-1.36,8.88)>
BNNTTTT

b. Press . The Solver menu shows all the variables in

the current equation (only X in this example).

 

  
 

3
2
1: (-1.38,0.680)>
ITII

C. DPress . The digitized point is taken from level 1 and
stored in the variable X as an initial estimate.

 |

1
I(130IIB  
 

(Although the digitized point contains two coordinates, the
Solver will use only the first coordinate as an estimate.)
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d. Press @ to solve for X. The Solver indicates thatit’s
solving for X and then returns the result to level 1.

g 19n EEUEI"SE !
1: -1.36
#[ewpR=][[

 

  
 

The message Sign Rewersal indicates that the Solver found
an approximate solution, correct to 12 digits. If the Solver found
an exact solution, it would display the message Zer o. These
messages, called qualifying messages, are discussed in “SOLVE” in
the Reference Manual.

e. Press to return to the normal stack display.

 

Finding a Minimum

Next use the Solver to find the expression’s local minimum. You'll
plot the expression, using the plotting parameters stored in the vari-
able PPARI1, then digitize three points to estimate the minimum, and
then use the Solver to find a more accurate minimum.

4. Plot the expression, using the plotting parameters stored in the
variable PPARI.

First, restore the variable PPAR to the values stored in PPARI.

a. Press to display the USER menu. If PPART isn’t dis-
played at first, press to display more variables.

b. Press to return the list of plotting parameters to
level 1.

 

1t € ©-1.508,1.287
(2.10,3.68) % 1.0
(G.80,0.08) 3
%[FFAFJFRARL]YLOISkR   
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€. DPress ['] . (If PPAR isn’t currently displayed, press
to display more variables.)

d. Press to store the plotting parameters from PPARI
into PPAR.

Now plot the expression.

e. Press l(PLOT] to display the PLOT menu.

 

   

3:
2

1: -1.36
[ZTEC[RCECJFHIN[FHAR[INDEF|DRAK

f.  Press Il . The calculator plots the expression.

 

   
g. Wait for the ((®) annunciator to disappear, indicating that

the plot is complete.
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5. Digitize three points to estimate the minimum.

Move the cross hairs to the approximate minimum.

 

   
Press to digitize the point.

Move the cross hairs just to the left of the minimum.

 

 

~

  
Press to digitize the point.

Move the cross hairs just to the right of the minimum.

 

   
Press to digitize the point.
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g. DPress to return to the stack display. The three points
are in levels 1, 2, and 3. (Your points may differ slightly

from the illustration.)

 

3: (lnalfllng?:'

2: (8186!2185)

1: (1.15,2.85)>
[ZTEC[RCEC[FRMIN|FHA[TNDEF|DRAL|   
Now combine the three estimates in a list. By doing so, you can
handle the three estimates as a single object. This is a typical use
for lists—combining several objects into one.

h. Press (LisT] to display the LIST menu.

 

3s ¢l.81,1.97>
2: {BISBSE-BS)

1: (1.15,2.685)
FLITILIST3]FUT|SGET|FUTIGETI|   

i.  Press to combine the three points in a list.

6. Use the Solver to find a more accurate estimate for the

minimum.

a. DPress to display the SOLVE menu.
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b. Press . The Solver menu shows all the variables in

the current equation (only X in this example).

 

1: vi .81,1.972
(H.86,2.H83)2
€1.15,2.832 2

|#[EmpR=][|[

L
I

0
0
—

G

|
1
1

   
Cc. Press . The list of points is taken from the stack and

stored in the variable X as initial estimates.

d. Press @ to solve for X. The Solver indicates that it’s

solving for X and then returns the result, 1.00, to level 1.

!}{EFENUN
1: 1.6806
ITINN

 

   
The message Extremum indicates that the Solver found an ex-
treme point of the expression.

e. Press to return to the normal stack display.
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Time Value of Money

This section shows how to use the Solver with time value of money
(TVM) calculations. For n number of periods, i% interest per period,
$pmt payment, $pv present value, and $fv future value, the formula
for TVM is:

(1 — sppv) X pmt x (100/1) + pv = —fv X sppv

where

sppv (single payment present value) = (1 + i/100)~"

=exp (—n X In (1 + i/100)).

This formula assumes that payments are made at the end of each
period.

First you'll key in the expression for sppv and store it in a variable
SPPV. Next you'll key in the equation and store it in a variable TVM.
After making TVM the current equation, you’'ll use the Solver to cal-
culate any of the five variables n, i, pmt, pv, or fv, for given values of
the other four variables.

0. Prepare the calculator to match the illustrations.

a. Press [[CLEAR] to clear the stack.

b. Press [MODE] to select FIX 2 number display
mode.

1. Key in the expression for sppv.

a. Press ('] to begin the expression.

b. Press [[L0OGS] to select the LOGS menu.

 

2
1:

'H
LovsJALos]LNERF LNFL[ERFH   
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c. Press WEm(=] (V) (x) mmm (1 (=] (1) (0] (0] (ENTER] to put
the expressmn on the stack. This expression takes advan-
tage of the greater accuracy of LNP1 to calculate
In (1 4 i/100).

 

2
'ERPC-N¥LNP1 (118825

LosJALosLWERFLNFLJERFH    
2. Press ('][s](P](P] to create the variable SPPV.

3. Key in the equation for TVM.

a. Press ['][J (1] [-] to begin the equation.

 

=
=
=

o
~
u
n

1E
Livs[AL0G]LNEXF [LNF1 [ERFM    

b. Press to select the USER menu. The variable SPPV is
the left-most label on the first row because it's the most

recently created variable.

 

=
=
=

~
u
m

=
m

1-8
[SFENMW[FFAR[FFARL]CYLDIZE   

c. Press EZA BNFMOXDOOEHDNEHED
E] (=] . (V] (%) IEE38 (ENTER] to put the expression in level

  

 

I: 'C1-SPPY)*PMT#100. 1+
PV=-FV*SPPY"
INTTT    
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Press ('] to create the variable TVM. The USER
menu shows a new label for TVM.

 

3:

2
LTSNTPTTT   
Make TVM the current equation.

a. Press to return TVM to the stack.

 

It '(1-SPPY)*PMT+1086. 1+
PY=- FY*SPPY "

[TVM[SFFU]4[FFARJFPARL]CVL|   
b. Press to select the SOLVE menu.

 

[t 'C1-SPPY)*PMT+100. 1+
PY=-FY*SPPY"
IATTTT    

c. Press to store the expression in the variable EQ.

Press to display the Solver menu. All the variables in
TVM and SPPV appear in the menu. (The variables in SPPV ap-
pear because the current equation, TVM, contains SPPV.)

 

  

=
2
1:

NTJFMTPyFvJLEFT=]
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7. Given values N = 30 x 12,1 = 11.5/12, PMT = —630, and

FV = 0, calculate PV. (PMT has a negative value because money
paid out is a negative number, while money received is a posi-
tive number.)

a. Press [3][0] (1] I to assign the value
to N.

 .l
1

|N [T[FMT [FY |FYJLEFT=    
b. Press (-] (<] ] to assign the value

to L.

 i

  
 

1:

|N |IJFMT [FY |FYJLEFTS

c. Press(6](3](0] to assign the value to PMT.

 ._i

  
 

1:

|M |T[FMT [Fv |F¥JLEFT=

d. Press (0] to assign the value to FV.

 

— u
m

  |N |TJFMT [Fv |F¥JLEFT=
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e. Press [l to solve for PV. The calculator indicates that

it's solving for PV and then returns the value $63,617.64.

 

  
ero

1: 63617, 64
|N [T[FMT [FY |FYJLEFT=]

 

The message Zer o indicates that the returned value exactly satisfies
the current equation.
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11
Symbolic Solutions
 

This chapter describes two methods for finding symbolic solutions.
There is a simple method for solving a quadratic expression by cal-
culating the linear expression that represents both zeros. There is also
a more versatile method that provides a symbolic solution for a vari-
able in more general equations.

Each method works with both expressions and equations. The zero of
an expression f(x) is the same as the root of the equation f(x) = 0, and
the root of the equation f(x) = g(x) is the same as the zero of the
expression f(x) — g(x).

0. Prepare your calculator to match the illustrations.

a. Press [(CLEAR] to clear the stack.

b. Press [MODE BEREM to select STD number display mode.

C. Press [«] to select the cursor menu.

 

Finding the Zeros of a Quadratic Expression

You can find both zeros of a quadratic expression without plotting or
making estimates. The following example solves x> — 6x + 8.

1. Press ("] (x]B(") (2] (-] (6] (x] (X](+] (8] (ENTER] to put the expres-
sion in level 1.

 

~
M
N
W
h

  'R2-6¥x+8]
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Press to select the SOLVE menu.

 

  

3
2
1: 'RT2-6¥xX+E]

SOLVE] IE0LCLIAD]SHOK

 

 

Press (] to put the name X on the stack, indicating
the variable for which you're solving.

Press (quadratic). An expression representing both solu-
tions is returned to level 1.

 

3
2
1: '(E+s1¥20-2"
[ZTEC|RCEC: | E=TNTBT

 

   
The variable s1 represents an arbitrary sign, either +1 or —1.
Each value of sl corresponds to a zero of the expression.

Press to store the expression as the current equation.

Press to display the Solver menu. sl is the only variable
in the current equation.

 

   

 

3
%:

51JewpR=]|[[

Press to make sl a positive sign.

1:

1JeRPR=f||||   
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8. Press to return one of the solutions to level 1.

 

1: 4
NTRI  
 

9. Press to make s1 a negative sign.

E__

{: 4
I]INN

 

  
 

10. Press to return the second solution to level 1.

 ]

1 2
1JEdFR=]|1|  
 

The two roots of X2 — 6x + 8 are x = 4 and x = 2.

11. Press ('] B(PURGE] to purge the variable s1. (Otherwise,
when you next execute QUAD, s1 would be replaced by its
value and wouldn’t appear in the expression.)

 

Isolating a Variable

The HP-28C can isolate a single occurrence of a variable in an equa-
tion, returning an expression representing the symbolic solution of the
equation. In other words, if x is the variable for which the equation is
solved, and 4, b, and ¢ are the other variables in the equation, isolat-
ing x produces an expression in a4, b, and c such that the equation is
satisfied when x has the value of the expression.
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For the first example, isolate x in the equation

ax + 3) — b = c

This example is simple because there is only one occurrence of x.
Later examples show how to manipulate the equation to produce a
single occurrence of x.

0. Press [CLEAR] to clear the stack.

1. Press to display the SOLVE menu.

 

 

 

 
 

2. Press (&)X[0EB03@[€ [ENTER] to putthe
equation on the stack.

 

3
2
1: 'A*¥(x+30-B=C"
[ZTEC[REEC [ZOLME] TZ0L[SURDSHOM   

 

 

3. Press ('] to specify the variable you want to isolate.

 

'"A¥(x+30-B=C"

ZOLME] T20LR0SHOM   
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4. Press to isolate x.

 

3
2
1 '(C+B)-A-3'
[ZTEC[RCEC [OLME] TE0L[Colinb[SHOM |-

 

   
The expression returned represents a symbolic solution of the equa-
tion for x—that is, the equation

ax + 3) — b =c

is satisfied when x = (¢ + b)/a — 3.

Expanding and Collecting

If x occurs more than once, you must manipulate the equation to
eliminate all but one occurrence of x. The next example shows how to
isolate x in the equation

2@ + x) = 3(b — x) + c.

The strategy is to expand the equation, subtract one side’s x-term
from both sides, collect the equation to cancel the x-term on one side
and produce a single x-term on the other side, and then isolate.

5. Press (J[2]X)OAIHXED =EIOEIEHXIBD]]
to put the equation on the stack.

 

  

3:
2t 'CC+B)>-A-3'
1:  '2%(A+X)=3*%(B-XK)+C'
EiEE]EN=1 BT ET=TTETE

 

 

6. Press [ALGEBRA to select the ALGEBRA menu.

 

  

3
2% 'CC+B>~RA-3'
11 'Z2%(A+R2=3%(B-xK)+C'
COLCT[ERFAN]STZE[FORHM[0EZUE[ERUE]
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In this example you'll use (expand) and (collect) to

manipulate the equation. In the next example you’ll use (form
algebraic expression) to manipulate an equation. All commands in the
ALGEBRA menu are described briefly in appendix C, “Menu Map.”
For complete descriptions, refer to “ALGEBRA” in the Reference Man-
ual. In addition, FORM, a powerful algebraic editor, has its own
section “ALGEBRA (FORM)” in the Reference Manual.

7. Press to expand both sides of the equation.

 

3
2t 'CC+B)-A-3'
10 '2xA+2%¥x=3%B-3*X+C'
(T(PeeAT(T(R   

8. Subtract the left side’s x-term (2x) from both sides of the

equation.

a. Press('] to put the left side’s x-term on the
stack.

 3 (C+B)/A-3
2 '2xR2eN=3%B-334C,
(RTTTT   

b. Press (-] to subtract 2x from both sides.

 

2% 'C(C+B>~A-3'
10 "Z2%A+2%x-2%xX=3%B-3%X

+C-2%K'
COLCT[ERFAM]STZE[FORM[0ESLE[ERSLIE  
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9. Press to collect the equation. Each side is collected inde-

pendently, and the x-terms cancel on the left side.

 

  

3
2% 'CC+B2~RA-3'
1' '2¥A=3%B+C-3%x'
COLCT[ERFAN]ST2E[Pkt[0ESUE[ERSLIE
 

10. Isolate x in the equation.

a. Press to display the second row of the ALGEBRA
menu. The command ISOL appears in this menu as well as
the SOLVE menu.

 

  
 

 

3:
25 '¢C+B)-A-3'
1: '2¥A=3%¥B+C-0¥x'
TAYLE] I50L[SUaD]SHok[NEGET[ERGET

b. Press '] to isolate x.

3:
25 'CC+B>-A-3'
1: ' (3¥B+C-2*%R2~5"'
TAYLR] I20L[SUAl]SHOMW[0BSET]ERGET  
 

The expression returned represents a symbolic solution of the equa-
tion for x—that is, the equation

2@ + x) = 3(b — x) + ¢

is satisfied when x = (3b + ¢ — 2a)/5.
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Using FORM

If there are multiple occurrences of x, and if any occuirence has a
symbolic coefficient, the command COLCT won’t combine the coef-
ficients. The next example isolates x in the equation

ax + b) + 2x = ¢,

where x occurs more than once and has a symbolic coefficient a. The
strategy is to expand the equation, use FORM to collect coefficients of
x, and then isolate x.

1. Press [JA]OXI(B)MO@IX] (=) [C)(ENTER] to put
the equation on the stack.

 

  

3: 'C(C+B2~-A-3'
2% '(3¥B+C-2%¥A) 3"
1: '"A*(x+BI+2%x=C"
TAYLE] IZ0L[CLIAD]ZHOL[0ESET[ERGET
 

12. Expand the equation.

a. Press to return to the first row of the ALGEBRA

 

   

 

menu.

3= 'CC+B>~A-3'
2 ' (3¥B+C-2%A)2!
1: '"AX(X+B2+2%x=C"
COLCT[ERFAN]SIZE[FORH[0ESLE[ERZUE]

b. Press [#1Z1] to expand the equation.

3. 'CC+B>~-A-3'
2 ' (3¥B+C-2%A)~3!
1: 'A*x+A*¥B+2xx=C"
COLCT[ERFAN]STZE[FORH[0ESUIE[ERSLIE   
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Now use FORM to collect the coefficients of x.

13. Press to start FORM. Normal calculator operation is sus-
pended while FORM is active. The FORM display shows the
equation with all subexpressions delimited by parentheses. You'll
use FORM to manipulate subexpressions within the equation.

 

é§((}]*H)+(H*B) I+HC2¥RD D=

COLCT[EXFANLEVEL [EXGET] (€][#]    
The goal is to combine ¢A#%X» and ¢2#%X» in a single term
T (A+22%K>. There are three steps required, shown below as you
might write them on paper. The current form of the equation is:

(ax + ab) + 2x = ¢

The first step is to commute ax and ab, giving:

(ab + ax) + 2x = ¢

The second step is to associate ax and 2x, giving;:

ab + (ax + 2x) = ¢

The third step is to merge ax and 2x, giving;:

ab + (@ + 2)x = ¢
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14. Commute ax and ab.

a. DPress three times to move the cursor (the inverse

character or characters) to +. The position of the cursor de-
termines which subexpression you're acting on. Here you
want to act on the subexpression ¢ {A*¥>»+(A¥XE to
commute the arguments to +.

 

é§((fl*H)fl(H*B))+(2*H))=

COLCT[EXFAN]LEVEL [EXGET   
 

b. Press to display the first row of manipulations for +.
(The manipulations that appear when you press are
specific to the function or variable indicated by the cursor.)

 

é§((fl*H)fl(H*B))+(2*H})=

  
 

EEFEETEETEETEETENTE

c. Press (commute) to commute the arguments to +.

 

é§((fl*8)fl(fl*H))+(2*H})=

ITNTTKTT   
 

d. Press to return to the main FORM menu.

 

égi(H*B)H(H*H))+(2*H)}=

(COLCTJERFANILEVEL[EXGET][+1|(3]   
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15. Associate ax and 2x.

a. DPress four times to move the cursor to the second +.

Here you want to act on the subexpression

CCCHEBD HCAEH D 2 +02%2 2 to associate the terms CH#* 3

and C2%x» in a single subexpression.

 

ég CCA*BY+(A*XI D@C2¥RI D=

COLCTJEXFARNILEVEL JERGET] [+1(3]  
 

b. Press to display the first row of manipulations for +.
(These are the same manipulations as before because the
cursor again indicated an additive subexpression.)

 

é§((fl*8)+(H*H))fl(2*H})=

  
 

EEEEETHRTETETS

c. Press (associate right) to associate the terms A%
and <2#¥¥> in the subexpression ¢ CH¥XI +CZ2HK 2.

 

ég(H*B)fl( CA¥RI+HC2¥RDII=

EEEETHEETEETEETENTE  
 

d. Press to return to the main FORM menu.

 

ég CA¥BXQ@CCA¥XRI+ (2%D)=

COLCTJEXFANJLEVEL [ERGET  
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16. Merge ax and 2x.

a. PressEFMfour times to move the cursor to the second +.

Here you want to act on the subexpression
CCR¥EI+C2%K 22 to combine the coefficients of .

 

é§(fl*8)+((H*HbH(2*H)))=

COLCT[ERFANILEVEL [ERGET   
b. Press to display the first row of manipulations for +.

 

é§(fl*8)+((H*H)H(2*X)))=

   IKTKTTTT

C. Press [N (merge right) to combine the coefficients of X.
This accomplishes the goal of combining <A%X>» and
CZ2¥K>» in a single term C(CA+Z22%KD.

 

CCCA*BY+CCA+208K 2 2=C)
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17. Press to exit FORM and return the modified equation to the

 

  

stack.

3 'CC+B>~A-3'
21 '(3*B+C-2¥A2D"
1' '"A¥B+{A+22xx=C"
COLCT[ERFAN]ZI2E[FORM[0ESUEERZLIE
 

18. Now that x occurs only once in the equation, you can isolate x.

a. Press to display the second row of the ALGEBRA
menu.

 

'CC+BY-A-3'
' (3¥B+C-2%A)3!
'A*B+(A+2)%x=C"

TAYLE] I20L[CLtR0]SHOM[0ESET]ERSET

=
M

  
 

b. Press '] to isolate x.

 

'CC+Blr~A-3'
' (3¥B+C-2%R)D!
'(C-A*B)~C(A+Z2)

TAYLE] IZ0L[CLiaD]ZHOW[0BSET[ERGET

=
M

  
 

The expression returned represents a symbolic solution of the equa-
tion for x—that is, the equation

ax + b) + 2x = ¢

is satisfied when x = (¢ — ab)/(a + 2).
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12
Calculus
 

You can differentiate and integrate many expressions on the HP-28C.
For a polynomial expression you can find the derivative and the in-
definite integral. For expressions including only arithmetic,
trigonometric, logarithmic, exponential, and hyperbolic functions, you
can find the derivative. For any expression you can find definite
integrals.

This chapter contains simple examples of finding derivatives, indefi-
nite integrals, and definite integrals for expressions. For more
information about doing calculus on the HP-28C, refer to “Calculus”
in the Reference Manual.

0. Prepare your calculator to match the illustrations.

a. Press [B(CLEAR] to clear the stack.

b. Press [MODE [ to select radians angle mode. The
(277) annunciator appears.

C. Press i to select STD number display mode.

d. Press [«] to select the cursor menu.

e. Press ('] M[PURGE] to purge the variable X (if it exists).

 

Differentiating an Expression

You can differentiate an expression step-by-step, observing how the
calculator applies the rules of differentiation, or you can differentiate
an expression all at once. The final results are identical. You'll dif-
ferentiate an expression twice, first step-by-step and then all at once.
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Step-by-Step Differentiation

To differentiate step-by-step, key in the derivative as a expression.
Suppose you want to find:

A tan (2 + 1)
dx

1. Key in the derivative.

a. Press ('] B(d/dx](X][(J. The command line shows:

 

-
—
J
)

G,
a-

=
8

=E
m
E
m

(B  
 

This part of the expression indicates that you're differenti-
ating with respect to X.

b. Press [TRIG]). The command line shows:

 

2
1:
'ax (TANCH
SIN[ASIN]Cof[AcosTANATAM  
 

Cc. Press B (1]). The command line shows:

 

  

-
1:
'ar(TANCR™2+18
BTBTRRNTRT
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d. Press (ENTER]. The expression is now in level 1.

2. Press (EVAL]. The display shows:

 

  

2%
18 'C1+SQCTANCR™2+1020%

anlx2+12!
|SIN[AZIN]Cof[Acos |TAN [ATAM |

 

The result reflects the chain rule of differentiation:

2 tan (@ + 1) = d 2 d 2
—_——— 1) X — 1

dx dx® + 1) tan (" + 1) dx + 1)

The derivative of the tangent function has been evaluated. Next
you'll evaluate the derivative of x> + 1.

3. Press (EVAL]. The display shows:

 

2
1@ '"C1+SRQCTANCK™2+1220%

anix~2)’
[SIN[AEIN |Co[Acos |THN |ATAM |   

The result reflects the derivative of a sum:

4 2,4yd- 1 —_

n b= dx

The derivative of 1 is 0, so that term disappears. Next you'll
evaluate the derivative of x2.
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Press [EVAL]. The display shows:

 

1@ '"C1+4+SQCTANCX™2+]1 )00 %
CAR(KI*2EX(2-100"

IELERRNRNETRTR    
The result again reflects the chain rule:

4o d o o4
dx dx dx

The derivative of x? has been evaluated. Finally, evaluate the de-
rivative of x itself.

Press (EVAL]. The display shows:

 

-
18 'Cl+SQRCTANCR™2+12 00 %

C2%x) "
IBLESOCEBTR   

Here is the fully evaluated derivative.

Complete Differentiation

To differentiate an expression all at once, perform differentiation as a
stack operation. Again, suppose you want to find:

150

A fan (2 + 1)
dx
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1. Press ('] B (ENTER]. The expression is in

 

  

level 1.

3:

2 'i1+SQ(THH(H“2+1)))m
1: '"TANC R2+1 2!
|ZIN[REIM]Cos[RCOS|THM|HTHM
 

2. Press ['][X]J[(ENTER]. The name indicates that you're differentiat-
ing with respect to X. The variable of differentiation is in level 1,
and the expression is in level 2.

 

  

3T TCI+S0CTANCR2+1777.,
2: TTANCRAZ!

BLSISLATR ETT
 

3. Press (d/dx]. The fully evaluated derivative is returned to
level 1.

 

22 '"C1+SQCTANCKR™Z2+1) 2.
18 'C1+SQCTANCR™2+1222%

C2¥RD!
IELEBTEEERNBTT   
 

Integrating an Expression

The HP-28C calculates the indefinite integral of an expression by
symbolic integration, which returns an expression as a result. This
method returns an exact result only for polynomial expressions. (For
other expressions, the HP-28C integrates a Taylor series approxima-
tion to the expression. See “Calculus” in the Reference Manual for
details.) The first example below demonstrates symbolic integration.

In contrast, definite integrals are calculated by numerical integration,
which returns numerical results. This method works for any expres-
sion that is “well-behaved” in the mathematical sense. The second
example below demonstrates numerical integration.
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Symbolic Integration of Polynomials

In this example you’ll symbolically integrate the polynomial

8x> + 9x* + 2x + 5.

0. Press B[CLEAR] to clear the stack.

1. Press (J]BBIHEHNXBC RIHEMXE]
(5). The command line shows:

 

2
1:
'BEXTIHIERT2+2%¥1+50H

|SIN[AZIN]Cof[Acos |TAN |ATAM |  
 

2. Press to put the expression in level 1.

3. Press ('] [X][ENTER]. The name indicates that you're integrating
with respect to x. The variable of integration is in level 1, and
the expression is in level 2.

 

  

=

21 'BEKBHORRZIZHRLS.

BTLRR
 

4. Press (3][(ENTER]. This number indicates that you're integrating a
third-degree polynomial. The degree is in level 1, the variable of
integration is in level 2, and the expression is in level 3.

 

 

3: 'EEXTSHIERTZH2EX+D!

: ¥,
é{mmmm   
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5. Press [/ to begin integration. Wait for the ((#)) annunciator to
disappear, indicating that integration is completed. The integral
is returned to level 1.

 

13 [3¥RA+KT2H3ERTIH2ERTG

[SIN[AZIN]Cof[AC0Z |TAN [ATAM |   

Numerical Integration of Expressions

In this example you’ll find a numerical value for the integral.

1
fo exp (x> + 2x2 — x + 4) dx

0. Press [CLEAR] to clear the stack.

1. Key in the expression.

a. Press [LoGs] to display the LOGS menu.

 

   

 

 

3:
2t
1:

LisJALOS]LNEXF [LNF1[ERFH

b. Press ('] @@. The command line shows:

2
1:
'ExPCH
LS[ALOGLNEXF JLNFL JEHFH    
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c. Press X]BJ (] (1RXBE RIThe
command line shows:

 

2
: EXP (R3+2%%2=K+dH
ICCEECERRG   

d. Press (ENTER]. The expression is now in level 1.

Key in the variable and limits of integration. You'll enter them as
objects within a list object. (This is a typical use of a list—com-
bining several objects so you can handle them as a single object.)

a. Press ({]. The brace begins the list object that will contain
the variable and limits of integration.

b. Press to enter the variable of integration as the
first object in the list.

 

2
% H I'jEHP CRTI+H2ERT2-K+4D!

Lovs[ALoG]LNEHF[LNFL[EHFH   
c. DPress (0] to enter the limits of integration as the

second and third objects in the list.

 

M

% H éE?{!P (RT3+2¥R72-K+4 0!

LogJALoS]LNERFLNFL[ERFH   
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d. Press[ENTER]. The list is now in level 1, and the expression

is in level 2.

 

3
22 'BERPCRT3+2¥RT2-n+40 !
1: {xB 1 2
LoJALoG]LM|EXF|LNF1JEHFH|   

Key in the accuracy you require.

If the expression included constants derived from empirical data,
specify the accuracy of the constants. For example, if the
constants are accurate to three decimal places, specify an accu-
racy of .001.

In this example you're integrating an expression without empiri-
cal constants, so you could specify 12-digit accuracy. However,
the iterative process of numerical integration takes longer for
greater accuracy, so specify an accuracy of .00001.

a. Press (5). The command line shows:

 

'EKP(H“3+2*¥“§—H+4)'
a1 >

E-320
[LnsJALS]LN|EXF[LNF1[ERFH

=
[

   
b. Press (ENTER]. The accuracy is in level 1, the variable and

limits of integration in level 2, and the expression in level 3.

 

3i 'ExXPCRTSH2¥xT2-R+40 !
2 L xB8_ 1 2
1: . 8866 1
[LosJALoG]LM|EXF[LNF1JERFM|   
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4. Press [/ ]. The busy annunciator ((®) is displayed while the
calculator estimates the definite integral. The estimated integral
is returned to level 2, and an error bound is returned to level 1.

 

3
2% 183.117678133
1: 1.63886911923E-3
LosJALos]LMEXF[LNF1JEHFH   

The value of the integral is 103.118 + .001. Note that the error
bound returned is approximately the product of the estimated integral
and the accuracy you specified.
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1
Vectors and Matrices
 

Linear algebra deals with two types of arrays: vectors, which are one-
dimensional arrays, and matrices, which are two-dimensional arrays.
The HP-28C allows you to enter vectors and matrices as individual
objects, called array objects, and calculate with them as easily as with
numbers.

This chapter shows basic array calculations using real arrays—vectors
and matrices whose elements are real numbers. You can also calculate
with arrays whose elements are complex numbers.

All commands in the ARRAY menu are described briefly in appendix
C, “Menu Map.” For complete descriptions, refer to “ARRAY” in the
Reference Manual.

0. Prepare your calculator to match the illustrations.

a. Press [CLEAR] to clear the stack.

b. Press [MODE Bl to select STD number display mode.

C. DPress [«] to select the cursor menu.

 

Vectors

This section demonstrates vector arithmetic, the cross product, and
the dot product.
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Keying In a Vector

1.

2I

158

Press [[] to start the vector.

Press to enter the first element. The command line shows:

 

=
J
a
0
)

r-
."
]
=

=
m
=

O   
Press [SPACE to enter the second element.

Press to enter the third element. The command line
shows:

 

m
=
M
a
0
)

m
s

=
m

m
m

  2 40
 

Press [ENTER]. The vector is in level 1.

 

—
M
R
W
E

  [ 23 4]
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Multiplying a Vector and a Number

Multiply the vector in level 1 by 15. (The order of the arguments

makes no difference, just as it makes no difference when you multiply
two numbers.)

6. Press (x]. The result is returned to level 1.

 

M
0

[ 38 45 68 ]  
 

Adding and Subtracting Vectors

You can add and subtract vectors just as you add and subtract num-
bers, provided that the vectors have the same number of elements.
For subtraction, the order of the arguments is important, just as it’s
important when you subtract one number from another.

For this example, subtract the vector [—10 20 30] from the vector in
level 1.

7. Press (1) [1] (0] (cHs](sPAcE] (2] (0] (sPACE] (3] (0]. The command
line shows:

 

[ 38 43 68 1]
18 26 380=

0
|

s
m

a
m

u
m

   
8. Press [=]. The result is returned to level 1.

 

—
=
M
r
W
p

[ 48 25 38 1]   
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Finding the Cross Product

Find the cross product of the vector in level 1 with the vector
[2 —21]. (The cross product is defined only for three-element
vectors.)

 

9. Press (1] [2][SPACE (cHs] [sPACE](1]. The command line
shows:

 

[ 48 25 38 ]

=
0

m
(T

N
T
N

-2 10   
10. Execute the CROSS command.

a. Press [[ARRAY] to display the ARRAY menu.

 

  

2
1: [ 48 25 38 ]
[2 -2 10
*ARRY[ARRY] PUTGETJFUTIGETI
 

b. Press twice to display the third row of the ARRAY

 

   

 

menu.

2

1: [ 48 25 38 1]
[2 -2 10
EETNSiRTR

€. Press [§iEd to return the cross product to level 1.

a:
2

1: [ 85 268 -138 ]
CR0ss]00T |DET |HEE[RMFRHW]   
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Finding the Dot Product

Find the dot product of the vector currently in level 1 with the vector
[5 7 2]. (The two vectors must have the same number of elements.)

11. Press ([J (2). The command line shows:

 

   

 

-
1: [ 85 28 -138 ]
[ 7 2
CRosE]00TDETAESJRNRM]CHEM]

12. Press [lii# to return the dot product to level 1.

o
{: 305
Chozz]00TBETAES[RNEM]CHEHM]    

13. Press to clear the stack.

 

Matrices

This section describes how to invert a matrix and how to find the

determinant of a matrix. Both of these calculations are restricted to a

square matrix—one with the same number of rows as columns.

The calculations you performed on vectors also apply to matrices
(with the exception of the dot and cross products). You can multiply a
matrix and a number in the same way that you multiplied a vector
and a number. Also, you can add or subtract two matrices, provided
that the matrices have the same dimensions.
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Keying In a Matrix

To key in the matrix:

1. Press ([] to start the matrix.

2. Press [[J to enter the first row of the
matrix. The command line shows:

 

  

2
(L1 2 30
ISRTRR
 

3. Press ([} to enter the second row of the
matrix. The command line shows:

 

2
1:
[[1 2 3[1 3 30
CRoss]00T |DET |REZ[RMRH]CHEHM]  
 

4. Press ([] to enter the third row of the
matrix. The command line shows:

 

2
1:
[[1 2 301 3 3[1 2 40
CRosz]0T |DET |#ES[RNEM[CNEH]  
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5. Press to put the matrix in level 1.

 

1: [[ 12 3 1
[ 1 3 3 1]
[ 1 24 11

CR0zs]00TDETHES|RMEM]CHEH)]   

Viewing a Large Matrix

When a matrix has many elements or non-integer elements, you may
not see the entire matrix at once. To view a large matrix, use [j(EDIT]
(if the matrix is in level 1) or @[VISIT] to return the matrix to the com-
mand line. You can then use the cursor menu keys to display any part
of the matrix. For details, refer to “Editing Objects” on page 80.

Inverting a Matrix

Because the matrix in level 1 is square, you can find its inverse.

6. Press [(1/x]. The inverse matrix is returned to level 1.

 

1: [EB—E-E]

  
116 ]

[ -1 681 1]
CRnsz]0TDETRES[RMEH][CHEH]
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Finding the Determinant

Because the matrix in level 1 is square, you can find its determinant.

 

  

7. Press . The determinant is returned to level 1.

3:

21

1: 1
RTTTTTR
 

8. Press to clear the stack.

 

Multiplying Two Arrays

You can use the function to multiply two matrices or a matrix and
a vector. (Use or to multiply two vectors, as described
above.)

Multiplying Two Matrices

The order of the arguments is important when multiplying two matri-
ces. The number of columns in the matrix in level 2 must equal the
number of rows in the matrix in level 1. For example, you can calcu-
late the following matrix product.

2 2
2 21 4

4 1
3 4 2 1

2 3
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To calculate this matrix product:

1. Enter the first matrix.

a. Press ([] to begin the first matrix.

b. Press to enter the first row. The command
line shows:

 

2
(L2 20
TNSRR  
 

c. Press (1] (4] to enter the second row. The com-
mand line shows:

 

=

[[2 2[4 10
CRoss]DoT|DET|AES[KNEM[CNRM]  
 

d. Press([] to enter the third row. The command
line shows:

 2.
1:
[[2 204 1[2 30
CRois]00T|DET|AES[RMRH]CNRH]  
 

e. Press [ENTER]. The first matrix is now in level 1.

 

  

1: [L 2 2 1]
[ 4 1 1
[ 2 2 1]

cRosz]00T| DET RESJRNEM]CNEH]
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2. Key in the second matrix.

 
 

 

   
  
 

 

a. Press to begin the second matrix.

b. Press ([J(2][SPACE][2][SPACE][1](SPACE][4] to enter the first
row. The command line shows:

1: [[L 2 2 1]
L 41 1]

[[z2 2 1 40
ATTSRRTR

c. Press ([] (SPACE] [SPACE] [SPACE] (1] [ENTER]. The

second matrix is now in level 1, and the first matrix is in

level 2.

2 [[L 221 [ 41 1] .
1: [L 2214 1]

[ 3421 1]
AEETT38TTRTR    

3. Press [x]. The product is returned to level 1.

 

1: [C 18 12 & 18 ]
[ 11 12 6 17 1]
[ 13 16 8 11 1]

CRos]D0T|DET|AESJRNER[CHERM]   
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Multiplying a Matrix and a Vector

The order of the arguments is important when multiplying a matrix
and a vector. The matrix must be in level 2, and the vector must be in
level 1. The number of columns in the matrix must equal the number
of elements in the vector.

To multiply the matrix currently in level 1 by the vector [ 3 1 1 2]:

4. Key in the vector.

a. Press [[] to start the vector.

b. Press SPACE ] (SPACE] [SPACE] [2]. The command
line shows:

 

 

1: [[ 18 12 & 18 1
[ 11 12 &6 17 1

[3 11 20
CRozs]00TDETRES[ENEM]CNEHM]    

5. Press [x]. The product is returned to level 1.

 

 

3
2
1: [ 68 85 85 1
CRosE]poTDETAES[KEMER[CNEHM]  

6. Press to clear the stack.
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Solving a System of Linear Equations

To solve a system of n linear equations with n variables, use an n-
element constant vector, an n X n coefficient matrix, and division ([+]).
The constant vector contains the constant values of the equations. The
coefficient matrix contains the coefficients of the variables.

The next example shows how to solve a system of three linearly inde-
pendent equations in three variables. Suppose the equations are

3x + y+ 2z = 13
x+ y— 8= -1

—x+ 2y +5z2= 13

1. Key in the constant vector.

a. Press [[] to begin the constant vector.

b. Press (sPACE] (1] [cHS] [sPACE][1][3]). The command

line shows:

 

 

2
[13 -1 120
CROZZ]00T ]DET |RES|KNEM]CHER  
 

c. Press [ENTER]. The constant vector is now in level 1.

 

  

3:
2.
1: [ 13 -1 13 1]
CRozs]00TDETAES[RMRM]CNEH]
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2. Key in the coefficient matrix.

a.

b.

Press (1] to begin the coefficient matrix.

Press (1] to enter the first row. The
command line shows:

 2
1: [ 13 -1 13 1]
[[3 1 20
CRois]00T |DET |AES[RMRH]CHEM]  
 

C.  Press [[J [SPACE] [SPACE] [CHS] to enter the second
row. The command line shows:

 

: [ 13 -1 12 1
[2 1 201 1 -2

CROZE]DOT ]DET |HES |ENRM|CNRH]

2
1
L

  
 

d.  Press (1] [CHS] [SPACE] [SPACE ] to enter the third

row. The command line shows:

 

: [ 12 -1 13 ]
[3 1201 1 -8[-1 2 50
EEEINTRTR

2
1
L
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3. Press (#]. The solution vector is returned to level 1.

 

  

3
2
1: [ 25311
CRozs]0TDETAES[ENER|CNRHM]
 

The values in the solution vector are the values of the variables that

satisfy the equations:

To solve under-determined, over-determined, or near-singular sys-
tems of equations, refer to “ARRAY” in the Reference Manual.
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14
Statistics
 

This chapter describes how to enter statistical data and how to calcu-
late single-sample and paired-sample statistics, using commands in
the STAT menu. All commands in the STAT menu are described
briefly in appendix C, “Menu Map.” For complete descriptions, refer
to “STAT” in the Reference Manual.

0. Prepare your calculator to match the illustrations.

a. Press B(CLEAR] to clear the stack.

b. Press [MODE] to select FIX 2 number display
mode.

The following table lists the consumer price index change (CPI), the

producer price index change (PPI), and the unemployment rate (UR),
all in percentages, for the United States over a 5-year period. Enter
these data and calculate statistics from them.

Data for Statistical Example
 

Year CPl PPl UR
 

1975 91 9.2 85

1976 5.8 46 7.7

1977 6.5 6.1 7.0

1978 7.6 7.8 6.0

1979 115 193 5.8      
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Entering Data

Statistical data are stored in a statistics matrix named ZDAT—an ordi-
nary matrix with a special name. Each row of the matrix contains one
data point, which in this example comprises the values of CPI, PP,
and UR for one year.

1.

172

Press @[STAT] to display the STAT menu.

 

   

3
2
1:

E+=-NECLE[STOZ[RCLE]

Press to clear any previous statistical data. (Any existing
2DAT is purged.)

Press (1) (8] (-] (1) [SPACE] [8] [] (2] [SPACE] [8] [-] (5] to enter the
data point for 1975. The command line shows:

 

2
[9.1 9.2 8.500
BNEHE   

Press . The data point is added to ZDAT. (Because you
purged ZDAT in step 2, a new matrix named ZDAT is automati-
cally created.) The data point for 1975 is the first row of ZDAT.

Press (1) (5] (] (8] [spacE]) (4] ] (6] [sPacE] (7] (1] (7] . The
data point for 1976 is added to ZDAT, forming the second row
of the statistics matrix.

Press (1] (6] (-] (5] (space] (6] -] (1] (sPACE] (7] . The data
point for 1977 is added to ZDAT, forming the third row of the
statistics matrix.
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Editing Data

If you make a mistake while keying in data, and you realize your
mistake before pressing , you can simply edit the command
line. But suppose you believe that you made a mistake entering the
data point for 1976. You can return data points to the stack, edit those
that contain mistakes, and restore the data points to ZDAT.

7. Press . The data point for 1977 (the last row in ZDAT) is
removed from ZDAT and returned to the stack.

 

   

3

1: [ 6.98 6.18 7.808 ]
|=+|I-|NE[CLE[STOZ[RCLE]

8. Press a second time. The data point for 1976 is removed
from ZDAT and returned to the stack.

 

 

3
2. [ 6.098 &.18 7.88 ]
1: [ 5.868 4.608 7.78 ]
|I+|I-|NE|CLE[STOE[RCLE  
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9.

10.

11.

If you find you did make a mistake in this data point, press
B(EDIT] to return the data point to the command line, edit the
data point, and press to put the corrected data point back
on the stack. (Refer to “Editing Objects” on page 80.)

Press . The corrected data point for 1976 is added to
ZDAT, again forming the second row of the statistics matrix.

 

  
 

3:

1: [ 6.268 6.18 7.B80 ]
Z+=-NECLE[STOZJRCLE

Press a second time. The data point for 1977 is added to
2ZDAT, again forming the third row of the statistics matrix.

 

  

3
2
1:

T+F-NECLZ[ETOE[ROLE
 

Now enter the rest of the data.

12.

13.

174

Press (1] (7] (] (&] (spAcE] (7] [] (8] [spAcE] (6] to add the
data point for 1978.

Press () (1] (1] (] (5] (sPAcE] (1] (o] (] (3] (sPACE] (8] (-] (8] to
add the data point for 1979.
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Check that you entered all five data points.

 

  

14. Press to return the number of data points.

3
o8

1: 0. 88
|E+ |Z- |NI [CLE[STOE|RCLE

 

15. Press to clear the stack.

 

Single-Sample Statistics

In this section you’ll find the mean, standard deviation, and variance
of CPI, PPI, and UR. The data for CPI are contained in the first col-

umn of ZDAT, the data for PPI in the second column, and the data

for UR in the third column.

1. Press to display the second row of the STAT menu.

 

3
&
ITTTT    
Here are the commands for mean, standard deviation, and

variance.
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Finding the Mean

2. Press . A vector containing the means for CPI, PPI, and
UR is returned to level 1.

 

  

3:
2
1: [ 5.16 9.46 7.608 1]

|T0T[MEAN]Z0EN |WAE[MARE[MINE |
 

The mean for CPI is 8.1, for PPl is 9.4, and for UR is 7.

Finding the Standard Deviation

3. Press . A vector containing the sample standard deviations
for CPI, PPI, and UR is returned to level 1.

 

  

3
25 [ .18 9.48 7.88 ]
1: [ 2.27 5.860 1.14 ]
T0T[MEAN]SDENWHEJMARET[MINZ
 

The sample standard deviation for CPI is 2.27, for PPI is 5.8,
and for UR is 1.14.
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Finding the Variance

4. Press . A vector containing the sample variances for CPI,
PPI, and UR is returned to level 1.

 

3 [ 8.18 9.48 7.88 ]
2 [ 2.27 _5.860 1.14 1]
1: [ 5.17 33.64 1.38 ]
T0T_[HEAN]Z0EVVAR[HARE[MINE]    
The sample variance for CPl is 5.17, for PPl is 33.64, and for UR
is 1.3.

5. Press J(CLEAR] to clear the stack.

 

Paired-Sample Statistics

In this section you'll find the correlation and covariance of CPI and
PPI, then use a linear regression model to predict values of PPI from
values of CPI.

1. Press to display the third row of the STAT menu.

 

  

3

2
[COLEJCokkcovLRJFREDN]|
 

Here are the commands for correlation, covariance, linear regres-
sion, and predicted value.
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Specifying a Pair of Columns

Before performing paired-sample statistics, specify which columns of
the statistics matrix ZDAT contain the independent and dependent
data. In this example you want CPI (in column 1) to be the indepen-
dent data and PPI (in column 2) to be the dependent data.

2. Press . The numbers 1 and 2 are stored in a
list named ZPAR, which is an ordinary list with a special name.

The commands that perform paired-sample statistics refer to
ZPAR.

If you don't specify the columns containing the independent and de-
pendent data, the calculator uses columns 1 and 2. In this example
you didn’t need to specify the columns, but remember to execute

if your independent and dependent data aren’t contained in
columns 1 and 2.

Finding the Correlation

 

  

3. Press . The correlation of CPI and PPI is returned to

level 1.

3:
2

1: A.96
T8TTYT
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Finding the Covariance

 

  

4. Press . The sample covariance of CPI and PPI is returned
to level 1.

3
2. B. 96
1: 12.63
[COLEJCoREcovLR[FREDV]|
 

Finding the Linear Regression

5. Press . The calculator finds the straight line that best fits
the data for CPI and PPI, returning the intercept to level 2 and
the slope to level 1.

 

 

3: 12.63
2% -16.43
1: 243
[coLTcokkCovLEJFREOV]|  

The intercept (—10.43) and slope (2.45) are also stored in the list

ZPAR.
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Finding Predicted Values

Suppose you want to find the predicted values for PPl when CPI has
values of 6 and 7.

 

 

6. DPress (6] . The predicted value is returned to level 1.

31 -18.43
2% 2.4
1: 4.26
[COLE[CoRRcovLEJFREDN]|   

The predicted value is calculated from the slope and intercept
stored in TPAR.

 

7. Press . The predicted value is returned to level 1.

3. 2. 43
2. 4.26
1: 6.71
[COLE[CoRRcovLEJFREOV]|   
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15
Binary Arithmetic
 

This chapter describes how to perform arithmetic with binary inte-
gers. Each binary integer contains from 1 to 64 bits and represents an
unsigned binary number. For ease in entering binary numbers and
reading the results, you can choose decimal, hexadecimal, octal or bi-
nary base. However, this choice doesn’t affect the internal
representation of binary integers, and commands act on binary inte-

gers bit-by-bit.

All commands in the BINARY menu are described briefly in appendix

C, “Menu Map.” For complete descriptions, refer to “BINARY” in the
Reference Manual.

0. Press BCLEAR] to clear the stack.

1. Press @[BINARY to display the BINARY menu.

 

  DEC ]TNTS OWT BT NTR
 

 

Selecting the Wordsize

The current wordsize affects the length of binary integers returned by
commands and the display of binary integers on the stack. The
wordsize can range from 1 through 64 bits, with a default wordsize of
64 bits. Suppose you want a wordsize of 16.

2. Press (6] . The current wordsize is now 16. If you key
in a binary integer longer than 16 bits, only the 16 least signifi-
cant bits are displayed.
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Selecting the Base

The current base affects the value of binary integers you key in and
the display of binary integers on the stack. The choices for the base
are decimal, hexadecimal, octal, and binary, with a default choice of
decimal base. Suppose you want hexadecimal base.

 

  

3. Press . The display shows:

3
%:

HEEHe: IRCEBTEETE
 

The label for now appears as black letters on a white back-
ground, indicating that the current base is HEX.

 

Entering Binary Integers

Key in the address 24FF,.

4. Press (4] [F][F]). The command line shows:

 

2.
1:
#24FF0O
NIHE: IEREESCH

 

   
If you hadn’t already selected HEX base, you would have to do
so now. You can select the current base at any time before you

press (ENTER).
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5. Press (ENTER]. The binary integer is now in level 1.

 

3
2

1: # 24FF
N[e ]ITNEHT   

Let’s see how this binary integer is represented in other bases. You
don’t need to change the binary integer, only the current mode.

 

   

 

   

 

6. Press . The binary integer is displayed in decimal base.

3:
2
1: # 9471
WA]HE:0cTEIN[THE[RCHE

7. Press . The binary integer is displayed in octal base.

3
2
1: # 22377
TTRocT )GBTYR

8. Press . The binary integer is displayed in binary base.

3:
2
1: # 180186811111111
TTTSey | EE CRYE
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9. Press | . The binary integer is displayed in hexadecimal
base.

 

3
2

# 24FF
WAeTNT   
 

Calculating With Binary Integers

Calculate the address 1F0;¢ less than the given address.

10. Press (0]). The command line shows:

 

28

3 # 24FF
#1Fa0
AN He: TRWST   

11. Press [-]. The difference is returned to level 1.

 

3
2

# 238F
IS HE: )TSWSO BTE(YR    

You can mix binary integers and real numbers in your calculations. A
normal real integer (entered without the # delimiter) is interpreted in
base 10 regardless of the current binary integer base.
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For example, to calculate the address 27,less than the given address,
simply key in 27 and subtract.

12. Press (-]. The difference, expressed as a binary integer, is
returned to level 1.

 

3
2

# 22F4
SN[ HeY ]ISWSOEYEYR    
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16
Unit Conversion
 

This chapter contains examples of unit conversion—converting the
numerical value of a physical measurement from one system of units
to another. For detailed information, refer to “UNITS” in the Refer-
ence Manual.

0. Prepare your calculator to match the illustrations.

a. Press [CLEAR] to clear the stack.

b. Press [MODE to select STD number display mode.

C. Press (] to select the cursor menu.

 

The UNITS Catalog

The UNITS catalog lists alphabetically all units built into the HP-28C.

1. Press [uUNITS]. The first unit is “are”, abbreviated “a”. This is a

unit of area equivalent to 100 meter?.

P
 

   
m™2
NERTFREN[SCAN] |FETCH

2. Press . The catalog scans through the units in alphabetical
order. Note that the menu label changes to . If you
press to stop scanning or if you reach the end of the cata-
log, the label changes back to
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3. Press [S]. The catalog shows the entry for “second.”

@i‘fi_

[FREEWJZCAN] [FETCH

 

  
 

This entry shows that the correct abbreviation is “s,” the full
name is “second,” and the value is 1 second.

Be sure to use the abbreviations exactly as they appear in the
UNITS catalog. For example, the HP-28C recognizes lower-case
“s” as seconds, but not upper-case “S”.

“Second” is defined in terms of itself because it is a fundamental

unit.

Press [D]. The catalog shows the entry for “day.”

M_

s
[MERTFREV[SCAN] [FETCH

 

   
This entry shows that the correct abbreviation is “d,” the full
name is “day,” and the value is 86,400 seconds.

Next look for the “foot” unit.

5.

188

Press [F]. The catalog shows the entry for “farad.”
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Press the menu key seven times. The catalog shows the
entry for “international foot.”

mfllm_

m
MERT FEEV[CAN] [FETCH

 

   
(There are two versions of “foot” in the catalog; the next unit is
“survey foot.”) You can write the abbreviation for “international
foot” to the command line.

Press . The normal display returns, and the command line
shows:

 

=
)

&
4

u
m

=
m

u
n

  O
 

The following examples show you how to key in units directly,
but you can use @[UNITS] and if you prefer.

Press to clear the command line.

 

Converting Units

First convert 15 °C to degrees Fahrenheit.

1. Press (ENTER]. The numerical value is in level 1.

 

—
M
N
W
E

  13
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2. Press J°) (ENTER]. The unit abbreviation is converted to a
name and put in level 1, and the numerical value is lifted to

level 2.

 

=
M
N
W
p
H

15
IDC|   

3. Press [°](F][ENTER]. The new unit is in level 1, the old unit in
level 2, and the numerical value in level 3.

 

-

=
I
O

o
o
T

—

   
4. Press §[CONVERT]. The converted numerical value is returned to

level 2, and the new unit is returned to level 1.

 

—
M
R
W
R

on 0

   
The result shows that 15 °C converts to 59 °F.
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For the next example, convert 40 inches to millimeters. This time
you'll let [CONVERT automatically execute ENTER for you.

5. Press [CLEAR] to clear the stack.

6. Press (0] [ENTER]. The numerical value is in level 1.

 

~
=
M
r
w
W
p
A

  48
 

7. Press (1] [N](eENTER]. The numerical value is in level 2, and
the old unit is in level 1.

 

 

EY
3
2t 48
1: "in'  

Next key in mm for “millimeter.” You won’t find “millimeter” in
the UNITS catalog. It's considered a prefixed unit—the unit m
(for meter) prefixed by m (for milli, or one-thousandth). Simi-

larly, km is a prefixed unit for kilometer, and m= is a prefixed
unit for millisecond. A complete list of prefixes appears in
“UNITS” in the Reference Manual.

8. Press B CconvERT]. The converted numerical value is
returned to level 2, and the new unit is returned to level 1.

 

M
W

p
A

ta1e
mm    

The result shows that 40 inches converts to 1016 millimeters.
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Converting Unit Strings

Strings are objects that contain characters. You can use unit strings to
define more complicated units than those used so far.

A unit string can represent a unit raised to a power, such as "ft~2",
or the product of units, such as "f t¥1b", or any combination of unit
powers and products.

A unit string can also represent a quotient of units, such as "m.-sec".
However, the - symbol can’t appear more than once. Be sure to group
all direct units before the .~ symbol and all inverse units after the -
symbol. For example, “feet per second per second” is represented by
"frtost2t,

For the next example, convert 1 mile per hour to feet per second.

1. Press [[CLEAR] to clear the stack.

2. Press [ENTER]. The numerical value is in level 1.

 

=
M
W
A

   
3. Press (M][P](H][ENTER]. The old unit is in level 1, and the

numerical value is in level 2.

 

M
W
p

  
1

mph'
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4. Press ("] to start the unit string. Note that the alpha annunci-
ator Ol appears, indicating that alpha entry mode is active.
Pressing @[CONVERT won’t automatically execute ENTER in al-
pha entry mode, so you'll need to press after keying in
the unit string.

5. Press (+])[S][ENTER]. The new unit is in level 1, the
old unit in level 2, and the numerical value in level 3.

 

!

=
M
W
A

  
'mph

"ft-=
 

6. Press l(CONVERT]. The converted numerical value is returned to
level 2, and the new unit is returned to level 1.

 

W
A

  
1.46666666667

IIFt”‘_.-SII

 

The result shows that 1 mile per hour converts to 1.46666666667 feet
per second.

Next convert 10 cubic feet to gallons.

7. Press [CLEAR] to clear the stack.

8. Press (1])[(0] [ENTER]. The numerical value is in level 1.

 

16B    
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9. Press "] (") (ENTER]. The old unit is in level 1,
and the numerical value is in level 2.

 

M
R

  
18

II_FtABII

 

10. Press BconvERT]. The converted numerical value
is returned to level 2, and the new unit is returned to level 1.

 

=
M
W
A

74.86851948052
'981'   

The result shows that 10 cubic feet converts to 74.8051948052

gallons.

 

Checking for the Correct Units

Using incorrect units can lead to unexpected numerical results or to an
Inconsistent Units error. The solution in either case is to check
the UNITS catalog or the “UNITS” section of the Reference Manual.

Unexpected numerical results can occur if you use a unit with the
correct dimensions but an incorrect numerical value. For example, if

you convert one acre to “ft*2” , the result is greater than 43,560. This
occurs because there are two “foot” units, “ft” (international foot) and

“ftUS” (survey foot). Converting one acre to “ftUS"2” returns exactly
43,560.

An Inconsistent Units error occurs if you use a unit with in-

correct dimensions. For example, this occurs if you use “Ib” (pound) as
a unit of force. The correct unit for force is “Ibf” (pound-force).
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17
Printing
 

This chapter describes some basic commands for using your HP-28C
with an HP 82240A printer. Refer to the printer manual for instruc-
tions about how to position the printer relative to the HP-28C and
how to turn on the printer.

All commands in the PRINT menu are described briefly in appendix
C, “Menu Map.” For complete descriptions, refer to “PRINT” in the
Reference Manual.

0. Press B[CLEAR] to clear the stack.

 

Printing a Running Record

To print a running record of your calculations, select trace printing
mode.

1. Press [PRINT to select the PRINT menu.

 

3
=
1:

FR1FREST[FEVRR[FRELCOTRACE[Tl    
The two right-most menu labels, and , control whether

trace printing mode is active. The label for NORM appears in black
letters, indicating that the calculator is in normal (non-trace) printing
mode. Normal printing mode is the default mode.
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2. Press to select trace printing mode. The menu labels
change, indicating trace printing mode.

 

  

3

2
IGAR v|ETER]
 

Now see what happens when you add two numbers—for example, 44
and 72.

3. Press (4] (4] (ENTER]. Your input and the result are printed.

44 ENTER
1: 44

4. Press (+]). Again your input and the result are printed.

re +

1: 116

5. Press to turn off trace printing mode.

 

Printing Level 1

6. Press to print the object in level 1. In this example, the
printer prints:

116

The object remains in level 1, unchanged.

You can print a message by putting a string in level 1 and executing
PR1.
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7. Print the message “OK.”

a. Press@["](0] to put the message string in level
1. (Pressing @[] automatically selects alpha entry mode, so
you need to press to put the string on the stack.)

 

   

3
2 116
1 . IIDKII

FELFRET[FRVAR[FELCO[TRACE[LIGIN]

b. Press to print the message. The printer prints:

oK

Only the contents of the string are printed, not the quotation
marks.

 

Printing the Stack

8. Press to print the objects on the stack. In this example,
the printer prints:

2: 116
1: "OK"

The contents of the stack are unchanged.
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Printing a Variable

You can print the contents of a variable without recalling the variable
to the stack. To demonstrate, store the string “OK” in a variable

named “A”, then print the contents of A.

9. Press '] to create the variable A with value “OK”.

10. Press ['] T to print the name and value of the variable.

A
|IDK u

The name of the variable is dropped from the stack.
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A
Support, Warranty, and
Service
 

This appendix contains information to help you when you have prob-
lems with your calculator. If you have problems understanding how
to use the calculator, and you can’t find an appropriate topic in the
Table of Contents (page 5) or the Subject Index (page 247), see “An-
swers to Common Questions” below. If you don’t find an answer to
your question, you can contact our Calculator Technical Support de-
partment, using the address or phone number listed on the inside
back cover.

If your calculator doesn’t seem to work properly, see “Determining If
the Calculator Requires Service” on page 204. If the calculator does
require service, see “Limited One-Year Warranty” on page 207 and
“Obtaining Service” on page 209.

 

Answers to Common Questions

Q: The calculator doesn’t turn on when I press [ON]. What is wrong?

A: There may be a simple problem that you can solve immediately, or
the calculator may require service. See “Determining If the Calculator
Requires Service” on page 204.

Q: How can I verify that the calculator is operating properly?

A: Perform the calculator self-test, as described on page 206.
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Q: How do I clear everything from the calculator’s memory?

A: Press and hold [ON](INS](»], then release, as described in “Clearing
All Memory (Memory Reset)” on page 18.

Q: How do I change the number of decimal places in the display?

A: See “Selecting Number Display Mode” on page 35.

Q: My numbers are displayed with commas instead of decimal points.
How do I change to decimal points?

A: Press [MODE , as described in “Selecting the
Radix Mark” on page 34.

Q: What are the symbols at the top of the display?

A: These symbols, called annunciators, indicate the status of the calcu-
lator. See page 28 for a table showing the meaning of each
annunciator.

Q: What does “object” mean?

A: “Object” is a general term for almost everything you work with.
Numbers, expressions, arrays, programs, and so on, are all types of
objects. See “Major Features and Concepts” on page 23 for a brief
description of object types. See chapter 1, “Fundamentals,” in the Ref-
erence Manual for a detailed discussion of object types.

Q: The calculator beeps and displays Bad Ar gument Tupe. What is
wrong?

A: The objects on the stack aren’t the correct type for the command
you're attempting. For example, executing without a name in
level 1 causes this error. Use CATALOG to check the correct argu-
ments for the command, as described in “The Catalog of Commands”
on page 86.
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Q: The calculator beeps and displays Too Few Arguments. What is
wrong?

A: There are fewer objects on the stack than required by the com-
mand you're attempting. For example, executing with only one
number on the stack causes this error. Use CATALOG to check the
correct arguments for the command, as described in “The Catalog of
Commands” on page 86.

Q: The calculator beeps and displays an error message different from the
two listed above. How do I find out what’s wrong?

A: See appendix A, “Messages,” in the Reference Manual.

Q: How do I enter =?

A: Press (] to put the symbolic constant = on the stack. If
you want the numerical approximation, put = on the stack and press

E(=>NuM ).

Q: Why did the cursor change its appearance?

A: The cursor indicates the current entry mode. The entry modes are
immediate (empty cursor), algebraic (partly filled cursor), or alpha
(filled cursor), as described in “Entry Modes” on page 75. The shape
of the cursor indicates replace mode (box cursor) or insert mode (ar-

row cursor), as described in “Selecting Insert or Replace Mode” on

page 83.

Q: [ keyed in a name (or pressed a USER menu key), but the name didn't
go on the stack. Why not?

A: You entered an unquoted name, which refers to the contents of a
variable. To put a name on the stack, press [*] first. (See “Quoted and
Unquoted Names” on page 54.)
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Q: What do three dots (...) mean at the right end of a display line?

A: The three dots, called an ellipsis, indicate that the displayed object
is too long to display on one line.

Q: How do I display all of an object?

A: Use @[EDIT] or @[VISIT] to return the object to the command line,
as described in “Editing Objects” on page 80. You can then use the
cursor keys to display any part of the object. To cancel the edit, press

:

Q: How do I change menus?

A: To display another row of the same menu, press (NEXT] or [PREV

one or more times. To display the first row of a different menu, press
the menu selection key for that menu.

Q: How do I turn off the menu display?

A: Press (] to select the cursor menu, which is labeled in white let-

ters above the menu keys. (For a complete description, see “The
Cursor Menu: [«»])” in the Reference Manual.) Pressing [«] a second

time restores the previously displayed menu.

Q: What is the difference between STO and STORE?

A: The STO command assigns a specified value to a variable. The
STORE menu contains commands that perform storage arithmetic, us-

ing the value of a variable as an argument and assigning the resulting
value to the variable.

Q: What should I do when I run out of memory?

A: Purge all unneeded objects and variables and, if necessary, disable
one or more recovery features. See “Recovery” and “Low Memory” in
the Reference Manual.
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Q: [ typed in an expression, using variables I've already defined. How do
I get a numerical result?

A: Press to evaluate the expression. (If any variables contain
other expressions, press [l*NUM to evaluate repeatedly to a numeri-
cal result.)

Q: | expected a symbolic result, but 1 got a numerical result. Why?

A: There are values assigned to one or more variables. Purge the con-
tents of the variables (see “Purging a Variable: [lJ[PURGE ]” on page 53)
and then try again.

Q: When I press , the display clears, the ((®) annunciator blinks
and then stops, but I don’t see any points plotted on the display. Why not?

A: The calculated values are outside the current plot range. See
“Changing the Scale of the Plot” on page 112.

Q: [ evaluated a variable or an expression, and now the calculator doesn’t
respond. Pressing has no effect. What happened?

A: You defined a variable in terms of itself, creating a circular defini-
tion, and now the calculator is executing an “endless loop.” To

terminate the loop, perform a System Halt as follows:

1. Press and hold [ON].

2. Press (a].

3. Release [ON].

Then redefine the variable to remove the circular definition.

Q: The calculator displays horizontal lines, vertical lines, annunciators,
and occasionally beeps. What is happening?

A: You started one of the self-tests. To quit the self-test, perform a
System Halt (described in the answer above).
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Q: The calculator is slower than usual, and the & annunciator is blink-

ing. What 1s happening?

A: The calculator is in Trace printing mode. Press [PRINT] to
turn off Trace printing mode.

Q: The printer prints several lines quickly, then slows down. Why?

A: The calculator quickly transmits a certain amount of data to the
printer, then slows its transmission rate to make sure the printer can
keep up.

Q: The printer drops characters or prints B characters. What is wrong?

A: The distance or angle between the printer and the calculator may
be too large, or there may be an obstruction blocking the transmis-
sion. See the printer manual for details about positioning the printer
and calculator.

If you don't find an answer to your question, you can contact our
Calculator Technical Support department, using the address or phone
number listed on the inside back cover.

 

Determining If the Calculator Requires
Service

Use these guidelines to determine whether the calculator is function-
ing properly. If the calculator does require service, see “Limited One-
Year Warranty” on page 207 and “Obtaining Service” on page 209.
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If nothing appears in the display when you press [ON]:

1. Check the display contrast.

a. Press and hold [ON].

b. Press several times.

c. Release [ON].

d. If the display remains blank, press and repeat steps a,
b, and c.

Change the batteries, as described on page 213.

If steps 1 and 2 don't restore the calculator, it requires service.
See “Limited One-Year Warranty” on page 207 and “Obtaining
Service” on page 209.

If the display is visible, but nothing happens when you press

keys:

1I Perform a System Halt.

a. Press and hold [ON].

b. Press (a].

Cc. Release [ON].

Perform a Memory Reset.

a. Press and hold [ON].

b. Press and hold and (]

Cc. Release and [»].

d. Release [ON].

If steps 1 and 2 fail to restore the calculator, it requires service.
See “Limited One-Year Warranty” on page 207 and “Obtaining
Service” on page 209.
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The Calculator Self-Test

If the calculator works, but you think it’s not working

properly:

1.

2.

206

If you have a printer, turn it on.

Start the self-test.

a. Press and hold [ON].

b. Press [«].

Cc. Release [ON].

The self-test proceeds automatically. (If the self-test doesn’t pro-
ceed, you probably pressed [ON](¥] by mistake. This starts
another self-test, used at the factory, that requires input from the
keyboard. Quit this self-test by executing a System Halt, de-
scribed in step 4 below, and then start the correct self-test.)

Watch for the self-test message. The self-test shows horizontal
and vertical lines, a blank display, a random pattern, and then it
displays the result of the self-test.

B The message OK-28C indicates that the calculator passed the
self-test.

B A message such as 1 FAIL indicates that the calculator failed
the self-test. The number indicates the nature of the failure.
When you send the calculator for service, include the failure
number.

If you interrupt the self-test by pressing a key, the self-test
returns a failure message because it didn’t expect any key-
strokes. Such a failure message doesn’t indicate a problem with
the calculator.

Halt the self-test by performing a System Halt.

a. Press and hold [ON].

b. Press [a].

Cc. Release [ON].

If the self-test returns a failure message, and you didn’t cause the
failure by interrupting the self-test, the calculator requires service.
See “Limited One-Year Warranty” below and “Obtaining Service”
on page 209.
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Limited One-Year Warranty

What We Will Do

The HP-28C (except for the batteries, or damage caused by the batter-
ies) is warranted by Hewlett-Packard against defects in materials and
workmanship for one year from the date of original purchase. If you
sell your unit or give it as a gift, the warranty is automatically trans-
ferred to the new owner and remains in effect for the original one-
year period. During the warranty period, we will repair or, at our
option, replace at no charge a product that proves to be defective,
provided you return the product, shipping prepaid, to a Hewlett-
Packard service center.

What Is Not Covered

Batteries, and damage caused by the batteries, are not covered by the
Hewlett-Packard warranty. Check with the battery manufacturer about
battery and battery leakage warranties.

This warranty does not apply if the product has been damaged by
accident or misuse or as the result of service or modification by other
than an authorized Hewlett-Packard service center.

No other express warranty is given. The repair or replacement of a
product is your exclusive remedy. ANY OTHER IMPLIED WARRANTY
OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS IS LIMITED TO THE ONE-YEAR

DURATION OF THIS WRITTEN WARRANTY. Some states, provinces,

or countries do not allow limitations on how long an implied war-
ranty lasts, so the above limitation may not apply to you. IN NO
EVENT SHALL HEWLETT-PACKARD COMPANY BE LIABLE FOR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES. Some states, provinces, or countries do

not allow the exclusion or limitation of incidental or consequential
damages, so the above limitation or exclusion may not apply to you.

This warranty gives you specific legal rights, and you may also have
other rights which vary from state to state, province to province, or
country to country.
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Warranty for Consumer Transactions in the United

Kingdom

This warranty shall not apply to consumer transactions and shall not
affect the statutory rights of a consumer. In relation to such transac-
tions, the rights and obligations of Seller and Buyer shall be
determined by statute.

Obligation to Make Changes

Products are sold on the basis of specifications applicable at the time
of manufacture. Hewlett-Packard shall have no obligation to modify
or update products once sold.

Warranty Information

If you have any questions concerning this warranty, please contact an
authorized Hewlett-Packard dealer or a Hewlett-Packard sales and
service office. Should you be unable to contact them, please contact:

B In the United States: The Calculator Service Center. The address

and phone number are listed on the inside back cover.

B [n Europe:

Hewlett-Packard S.A.

150, route du Nant-dAvril

P.O. Box CH-1217 Meyrin 2
Geneva, Switzerland

Telephone: (022) 82 81 11

Note: Do not send calculators to this address for repair.

B [n other countries:

Hewlett-Packard International

3495 Deer Creek Rd.

Palo Alto, California 94304

U.S.A.

Telephone: (415) 857-1501

Note: Do not send calculators to this address for repair.
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Obtaining Service

Hewlett-Packard maintains service centers in most major countries

throughout the world. You may have your calculator serviced at a
Hewlett-Packard service center any time it malfunctions, whether the
unit is under warranty or not. There is a charge for service after the
one-year warranty period. Calculators normally are serviced and re-
shipped within five (5) working days of receipt at any service center.
This is an average time and could possibly vary depending upon the
time of year and work load at the service center. The total time you
are without your calculator will depend largely on the shipping time.

Obtaining Service in the United States

The address and phone number of the Calculator Service Center are
listed on the inside back cover.

Obtaining Service in Europe

Contact one of the following Hewlett-Packard entities for the location
of the service center nearest you. (Do not ship your calculator to a
service center without first contacting one of these entities.)
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Austria

Hewlett-Packard GmbH

Kleinrechner-Service

Wagramerstr, Liebigasse
A-1220 Vienna

Telephone: (222) 23 65 11

Belgium

Hewlett-Packard Belgium SA/NV
Boulevard de la Woluwe 100

Woluwelaan

B-1200 Brussels

Telephone: (2) 762 32 00

Denmark
Hewlett-Packard A/S
Datavej 52

DK-3460 Birkerod (Copenhagen)

Telephone: (02) 81 66 40

Eastern Europe

Refer to the address listed under Austria

Finland
Hewlett-Packard OY
Revontulentie 7
SF-02100 Espoo 10 (Helsinki)

Telephone: (90) 455 02 11

France

Please contact your distributor or the

nearest Hewlett-Packard sales office.

Germany
Hewlett-Packard GmbH

Reparaturzentrum Frankfurt
Berner Str. 117

D-6000 Frankfurt 56

Telephone: (611) 500001-0

Italy

Hewlett-Packard Italiana S.P.A.
Casella postale 3645 (Milano)
Via G. Di Vittorio, 9

[-20063 Cernusco Sul Naviglio (Milan)
Telephone: (2) 90 36 91

Netherlands

Hewlett-Packard B.V.

Van Heuven Goedhartlaan 121

N-1181 KK Amsteveen (Amsterdam)

P.O. Box 667

Telephone: (020) 472021

Norway

Hewlett-Packard Norge A/S
P.O. Box 34

Oesterndalen 18

N-1345 Oesteraas (Oslo)

Telephone: (2) 17 11 80

Spain

Hewlett-Packard Espanola S.A.
Calle Jerez 3

E-Madrid 16
Telephone: (1) 458 2600

Sweden
Hewlett-Packard Sverige AB
Skalholtsgatan 9 Kista
Box 19
S 163 93 SPANGA (Stockholm)
Telephone: (8) 750 20 00

Switzerland

Hewlett-Packard (Schweiz) AG
Kleinrechner-Service

Allmend 2

CH-8967 Widen

Telephone: (057) 50111

United Kingdom

Hewlett-Packard Ltd
King Street Lane
GB-Winnersh, Wokingham
Berkshire RG11 5AR
Telephone: (0734) 784 774
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International Service Information

Not all Hewlett-Packard service centers offer service for all models of
HP calculators. However, if you bought your calculator from an au-
thorized HP dealer, you can be sure that service is available in the
country where you bought it.

If you are outside the country where you bought your calculator, you
can contact one of the entities listed on the previous page, or the local
HP service center, to see if service is available for it. If service is un-
available, please ship the unit to the United States Calculator Service
Center. The address is listed on the inside back cover. A list of service
centers for other countries can be obtained by writing to that address.

All shipping, reimportation arrangements, and customs costs are your
responsibility.

Shipping Instructions

If your calculator requires service, ship it to the nearest Hewlett-
Packard service center or designated collection point. Along with the
calculator, you should include:

B Your return address and description of the problem. If a Service
Card was included in the box with your calculator, you can use it to
provide the service center with this information.

B If the one-year warranty has not expired, include a sales receipt or
other documentary proof of purchase date.

The calculator and accompanying information should be packaged in
the original shipping box or other adequate protective packaging to
prevent in-transit damage. Such damage is not covered by the one-
year limited warranty; Hewlett-Packard suggests that you insure the
shipment to the service center. If necessary, contact your dealer for
assistance.
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Whether or not the unit is under warranty, it is your responsibility to
pay shipping charges for delivery to the Hewlett-Packard service cen-
ter. If the unit is under warranty, the serviced calculator is returned to
you with postage prepaid. For out-of-warranty service in the United
States and some countries, the unit is returned C.O.D. (covering ship-
ping costs and the service charge).

Service Agreements

A service support agreement is available for your product. Refer to
the literature included in the box. For additional information, please
contact the Calculator Service Center; the address and phone number
are listed on the inside back cover.

Service Charge

There is a standard charge for out-of-warranty service that includes
labor and materials. In the United States, the full charge is subject to

the customer’s local sales tax. In European countries, the full charge is
subject to Value Added Tax (VAT) and similar taxes wherever appli-
cable. All such taxes will appear as separate items on invoiced
amounts.

Calculator products damaged by accident or misuse are not covered
by the fixed service charges. In these situations, service charges will
be individually determined based on time and material.

Warranty on Service

Any out-of-warranty service is warranted against defects in materials
and workmanship for a period of 90 days from the date of service.
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Maintenance and Safety
 

Batteries

The HP-28C is powered by three alkaline batteries. A fresh set of bat-
teries typically will provide approximately six months to one year of
use. However, expected battery life depends on how the calculator is
used.

Use only fresh N-cell alkaline batteries. Do not use rechargeable
batteries.

Low Power Indicator

When the low battery annunciator (&==J) comes on, the HP-28C can
continue operating for at least 40 hours. If the calculator is turned off,
Continuous Memory will be preserved for approximately one month.

Installing Batteries

If you have just purchased the HP-28C and are installing the batteries
for the first time, you can take as long as you’d like to complete these
procedures.

However, if you are replacing batteries, you should keep in mind that
there is a time limit for completing these procedures if you want to
preserve the information you have stored inside the calculator (Con-
tinuous Memory). Once the battery compartment is open, you must
replace the batteries and close the compartment within one minute to
prevent loss of Continuous Memory. Therefore, you should have the
new batteries readily at hand before opening the battery compart-
ment. Also, you must make sure the calculator is off during the entire
process of changing batteries.
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To install batteries:

214

Have three fresh N-cell batteries readily at hand.

Open the calculator to expose the keyboard and display. If you
are replacing batteries, make sure the calculator is off. Do not
press until the entire procedure for changing batteries is com-
pleted. Changing batteries with the calculator on could erase the
contents of Continuous Memory.

Hold the calculator with the battery compartment door facing
up. To remove the battery compartment door, slide it towards
the back of the calculator (away from the product label).

 

(/)

I   /N
 

Tip the calculator to remove the old batteries.

Insert three new batteries. Orient the batteries as shown on the
diagram on the back of the calculator. Be certain to observe the
polarities (+ and —) as shown.
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6. Press the batteries into the compartment using the portion of the
battery door that extends beyond the metal contact plate. Press
down until the contact plate is lined up with the grooves on the
calculator case.

 

 

 

 
 

7. Slide the contact plate into the grooves. If necessary, use your

finger to push the single battery into the compartment so that
the door can slide over it. Slide the door until it latches into

Q_

LT
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Calculator Maintenance

To clean the display, use a cloth slightly moistened with water. Avoid
getting the calculator wet.

Do not lubricate the hinge.

 

Environmental Limits

In order to maintain product reliability, you should observe the fol-
lowing temperature and humidity limits of the HP-28C:

B Operating temperature: 0° to 45°C (32° to 113°F).

B Storage temperature: —20° to 65°C (—4° to 149°F).

B Operating and storage humidity: 90% relative humidity at 40°C
(104°F) maximum.

 

Safety and Regulatory Information

For your protection, the HP-28C has been tested to various national
and international regulatory standards. This regulatory testing in-
cludes electrical/mechanical safely, radio interference, ergonomics,

acoustics, and hazardous materials. Where required, approvals ob-
tained from third-party test agencies are shown on the product label.
In addition, various regulatory bodies require some of the information
under the following headings:
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U.S.A. Radio Frequency Interference

The HP-28C generates and uses radio frequency energy and may
cause interference to radio and television reception. Although the
HP-28C has been tested and found to comply with the limits for a
Class B computing device in accordance with the specifications in
Subpart ] of Part 15 of FCC Rules, which are designed to provide
reasonable protection against such interference in a residential instal-
lation, there is no guarantee that interference will not occur in a
particular installation. In the unlikely event that there is interference
to radio or television reception (which can be determined by turning
the HP-28C off and on or by removing the batteries), you are encour-
aged to correct the interference by one or more of the following
measures:

B Reorient the receiving antenna.

B Relocate the product with respect to the receiver.

If necessary, you should consult your dealer or an experienced
radio/television technician for additional suggestions. You may find
the following booklet, prepared by the Federal Communications Com-
mission, helpful: How to Identify and Resolve Radio-TV Interference
Problems. This booklet is available from the U.S. Government Printing
Office, Washington, D.C. 20402, Stock Number 004-000-00345-4. At
the first printing of this manual, the telephone number was (202) 783-
3238.

South Africa Radio Frequency Interference

The HP-28C has been certified to comply with the RFI requirement
published in the Government Gazette, dated December, 1979 (num-
ber 6794) in notice R2862 and subsequent amendments.
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Germany Radio Frequency Interference

The HP-28C has been tested together with its Hewlett-Packard
printer and complies with VFG 1046/84, VDE 0871B, and similar
non-interference standards.

Should you use equipment that is not manufactured or recommended
by Hewlett-Packard, that system configuration has to comply with the
requirements of Paragraph 2 of the German Federal Gazette, Order
(VFG) 1046/84, dated December 14, 1984.

Air Safety Notice (U.S.A.)

The HP-28C and its printer have been tested to the requirements of
RTCA (Radio Technical Commission for Aeronautics) Docket 160B,

Section 21 and found to comply with those limits. Many airlines per-
mit the use of calculators in flight based on such a qualification.
However, before boarding a flight, check with an airline represen-
tative on the carrier’s policy regarding use of calculators in flight.
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C

 

Menu Map
 

This appendix shows the commands in each HP-28C menu. The
menus are listed in alphabetical order, from ALGEBRA to USER. For

detailed information about a menu, refer to chapter 3, “Dictionary,” in
the Reference Manual. The Dictionary describes all menus, listed in
alphabetical order. For detailed information about a particular com-
mand, refer to the Operation Index at the back of the Reference

Manual. The Operation Index lists all commands in alphabetical order
and gives a page reference to the command’s description in the
Dictionary.

This appendix doesn’t include the menus of the interactive operations
offered by CATALOG, FORM,the Solver, and UNITS.

B CATALOG is described in “The Catalog of Commands” on page 86.
For details, see “CATALOG” in the Reference Manual.

B FORM is described in “Using FORM” on page 140. For details, see
“ALGEBRA (FORM)” in the Reference Manual.

B The Solver is described in chapter 10, “The Solver,” on page 119.

For details, see “SOLVE” in the Reference Manual.

B UNITS is described in “The UNITS Catalog” on page 187. For de-
tails, see “UNITS” in the Reference Manual.

For each menu in this appendix, the commands are grouped by rows
that appear in the display at one time. Pressing moves to the
next row, and pressing @[PREV moves to the previous row.

The column labeled “Command” is the name that appears in the dis-
play. The column labeled “Description” is a short description of the
command or its entire name. The column labeled “Page” refers to an
example, description, or mention of the command in this manual. For
commands without page references, see the Operation Index in the
Reference Manual.
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ALGEBRA

 

   

 

 

Object get

 

s Show variable

[EXGET| Expression get

Command Description Page

Collect terms 137

Expand products 137

Row 1 Size *

Form algebraic expression 140

Object substitute *

Expression substitute *

Taylor series *

Isolate 135

Row 2 Quadratic form 133

  * See the Operation Index at the back of the Reference Manual.
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ARRAY

 

Command
 

Description
 
Page
 

Row 1

Stack-to-array

Array-to-stack

Put element

Get element

Put and increment index

Get and increment index

 

Row 2

Size

Redimension

Transpose

Constant array

Identity matrix

Residual

 

Row 3

Cross product

Dot product

Determinant

Absolute value

Row norm

Column norm

160

161

164

 

Row 4  Real-to-complex

Complex-to-real

Real part

Imaginary part

Conjugate

Negate
  * See the Operation Index at the back of the Reference Manual.
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BINARY

 

   

 

 

 

  

 

   

 

Command Description Page

Decimal mode 183

Hexadecimal mode 182

Row 1 Octal mode 183

Binary mode 183

Store wordsize 181

|RCWS| Recall wordsize *

Rotate left *

Rotate right *

Row 2 Rotate left byte *

Rotate right byte *

Real-to-binary *

Binary-to-real *

Shift left *

Shift right *

Row 3 Shift left byte *

Shift right byte "

Arithmetic shift right *

And *

Or *

Row 4 Exclusive or *

Not *

  * See the Operation Index at the back of the Reference Manual.
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COMPLEX

 

  
 

 
 

  
 

Command Description Page

Real-to-complex 71

Complex-to-real 71

Row 1 Real part 71

Imaginary part 71

Conjugate 71

Sign 71

Rectangular-to-polar 72

Polar-to-rectangular 73

Row 2 Absolute value 72

Negate 72

Argument 72
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LIST

 

Command
 

Description
 
Page

 

Stack-to-list

List-to-stack

126

 

 

Row 1 Put element *

Get element *

Put and increment index *

Get and increment index *

Subset *

Size *

Row 2

  * See the Operation Index at the back of the Reference Manual.
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LOGS

 

 
 

 

 

 

  
 

Command Description Page

Common logarithm 67

Common antilogarithm 67

Row 1 Natural logarithm 67

Exponential 67

Natural log of 1 + x 67

Exponential minus 1 67

Hyperbolic sine 68

Inverse hyperbolic sine 68

Row 2 Hyperbolic cosine 68

Inverse hyperbolic cosine 68

Hyperbolic tangent 68

Inverse hyperbolic tangent 68
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MODE

 

  
 

 

 

 
  

Command Description Page

Standard 37

Fix 36

Row 1 Scientific 36

Engineering 37

Degrees 62

Radians 62

Enables COMMAND *

Disables COMMAND *

Row 2 Enables LAST *

Disables LAST *

Enables UNDO *

Disables UNDO *

Enables multi-line *

Disables multi-line *

Row 3 Sets radix “.” 35

Sets radix “,” 35

Print/display modes ¥

* See the Operation Index at the back of the Reference Manual.
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PLOT

 

   

 

 

      

Command Description Page

Store equation 111

Recall equation *

Row 1 Plot minima 117

Plot maxima 117

Independent *

Draw 111

Recall plot parameters 117

Resolution *

Row 2 Axes *

Center 115

Multiply width *

Multiply height 113

Store sigma *

Recall sigma *

Row 3 Sigma columns *

Scale sigma *

Draw sigma *

Clear LCD *

Display *

Row 4 Pixel *

Draw axes "

Clear message flag *

Print LCD *

* See the Operation Index at the back of the Reference Manual.
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PRINT

 

   

 

Carriage right 

Command Description Page

Print level 1 196

Print stack 197

Row 1 T Print variable 198

Print LCD *

Y Enable trace mode 195

Disable trace mode 195

Print stack (compact) *

Print user variables *

Row 2 Print modes *

  * See the Operation Index at the back of the Reference Manual.
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PROGRAM BRANCH

 

Command
 

Description
 
Page
 

Row 1

Begin IF clause

Begin IF ERROR clause

Begin THEN clause

Begin ELSE clause

End program structure

 

Begin definite loop

Begin definite loop

End definite loop

End definite loop

If-Then command

If-Then-Else function

 

Row 3  
Define indefinite loop

Define indefinite loop

End program structure

Define indefinite loop

Define indefinite loop

End program structure
  * See the Operation Index at the back of the Reference Manual.  
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PROGRAM CONTROL

 

Command
 

Description
 
 

Row 1

Row 2

Single step

Suspend program

Abort program

Abort suspended programs

Pause program

Return key string

 

 
Beep

Clear LCD

Display

Clear message flag

Error number

Error message
  * See the Operation Index at the back of the Reference Manual.
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PROGRAM TEST

 

   

 

 

    

Command Description Page

Set flag *

Clear flag *

Row 1 Flag set? *

Flag clear? *

Flag set? Clear *

Flag clear? Clear *

And *

Or *

Row 2 Exclusive or *

Not *

Same »

Equal *

Store flags *

Recall flags "

Row 3 Type *

* See the Operation Index at the back of the Reference Manual.
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REAL

 

   

 

 

  

Command Description Page

Negate 69

Factorial (gamma) 68

Row 1 Random number 68

Randomize 68

Maximum real 68

Minimum real 68

Absolute value *

Sign *

Row 2 Mantissa *

Exponent *

Integer part *

Fractional part *

Row 3 Floor *

Ceiling *

Round *

Maximum *

Minimum *

Row 4 Modulo *

Percent of total *

  * See the Operation Index at the back of the Reference Manual.
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SOLVE

 

Command Description Page
   

Store equation 59

Recall equation

Row 1 | 0 Solver variables menu 59

e Isolate 135

Quadratic form 133

Show variable

 

Rootfinder

Row 2   
* See the Operation Index at the back of the Reference Manual.    
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STACK

 

   

 

 Drop n objects

Depth

Stack-to-list

Command Description Page

Duplicate 92

Over 92

Row 1 Duplicate two objects 94

Drop two objects 94

Rotate 95

List-to-stack *

Roll down 96

Pick 93

Row 2 Duplicate n objects *

  * See the Operation Index at the back of the Reference Manual.
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STAT

 

   

 

 

      

Command Description Page

Sigma plus 172

Sigma minus 173

Row 1 Sigma N 175

Clear sigma 172

Store sigma *

Recall sigma *

Total *

Mean 176

Row 2 Standard deviation 176

Variance 177

Maximum sigma *

Minimum sigma *

Sigma columns 178

Correlation 178

Row 3 Covariance 179

Linear regression 179

Predicted value 180

Upper chi-square distribution *

Upper Snedecor’s f distribution *

Row 4 Upper normal distribution *

Upper Student’s t distribution *

* See the Operation Index at the back of the Reference Manual.
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STORE

 

   

 

 

Command Description Page

Store plus *

Store minus *

Row 1 Store times *

Store divide *

Store negate *

Store invert *

Store conjugate *

Row 2

  * See the Operation Index at the back of the Reference Manual.
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STRING

 

Command Description Page
   

Object-to-string

String-to-object

Row 1 Character

Character number

 

Position *

Display *

Subset *

Size *

Row 2  
 

* See the Operation Index at the back of the Reference Manual.   
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TRIG

 

   

 

 

 

Command Description Page

Sine 62

Arc sine 62

Row 1 Cosine 62

Arc cosine 62

Tangent 62

Arc tangent 62

Polar-to-rectangular 65

Rectangular-to-polar 65

Row 2 Real-to-complex *

Complex-to-real *

Argument *

Decimal to hours-minutes-seconds 65

Hours-minutes-seconds to decimal 65

Row 3 Hours-minutes-seconds plus 65

Hours-minutes-seconds minus 65

Degrees-to-radians 66

Radians-to-degrees 66
  * See the Operation Index at the back of the Reference Manual.
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USER

 

   

     

Command Description Page

Order *

Clear user memory 53

Last Memory *

Row

* See the Operation Index at the back of the Reference Manual.
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Key Index
 

This index describes the actions of the keys on the calculator key-
board. First is an alphabetical index of the keys on the left-hand
keyboard, followed by an alphabetical index of the keys on the right-
hand keyboard. Last is an index of the keys on the cursor menu (the
white labels above the top row of the right-hand keyboard).

This index includes shifted keys such as B[ARRAY| and B[OFF. It
doesn’t include character keys such as through and [0] through
(9], which always write a character in the command line. (Other char-
acter keys include delimiters such as [(J, operators such as (=], and
symbolic constants such as [=|. These characters have special mean-

ing to the calculator, but their keys are simply character keys.) If you
don’t find a key listed in this index, it is a character key.

For each key, there is a brief description ofits action and a page refer-
ence. If the key isn’t mentioned in this manual, an asterisk (*) appears
for the page reference. For information about such a key, or for addi-
tional information about any key, look in the Operation Index at the
back of the Reference Manual.
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Left-hand Keyboard

Key Description Page

B(ALGEBRA| Selects the ALGEBRA menu. 137

B(ARRAY Selects the ARRAY menu. 160

B(BINARY] Selects the BINARY menu. 181

B(BRANCH] Selects the PROGRAM BRANCH menu. *

BCATALOG] Starts the command catalog. 86

B(cvmPLX] Selects the COMPLEX menu. 71

B(crL] Selects the PROGRAM CONTROL menu. *

Switches lower-case mode on or off. 29

B(LsT] Selects the LIST menu. 126

B(PRINT] Selects the PRINT menu. 195

B(REAL] Selects the REAL menu. 68

B(STACK] Selects the STACK menu. 91

B(STORE] Selects the STORE menu. *

B(STRING] Selects the STRING menu. *

B(TEsT] Selects the PROGRAM TEST menu. *

B(uniTs) Selects the UNITS catalog. 187

(o] Switches alpha mode on or off. 78

(oL0CK] Locks alpha mode on. *
  * See the Operation Index at the back of the Reference Manual.
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Right-hand Keyboard

 

 

      

Key Description Page

[(ATTN] ([ON]) Aborts program execution; clears the command 17
line; exits catalogs, FORM, plot displays.

CHS Changes the sign of a number in the command 38
line or executes NEG.

B(CLEAR] Clears the stack. 45

B[coMMAND Moves an entry from the command stack to the 47
command line.

BconT) Continues a halted program. *

B[CONVERT] Performs a unit conversion. 189

B(d/dx] Derivative. 147

Drops one object from the stack. 45

B(eoiT) Copies the object in level 1 to the command line 80
for editing.

EEX Enters exponent in command line. 38

Parses and evaluates the command line. 26

Evaluates an object. 33

B(LAsT] Returns last arguments. 89

B(LoGs] Selects the LOGS menu. 67

B(vMoDE] Selects the MODE menu. 34

Displays the next row of menu labels. 27

((ATTN]) Turns the calculator on; aborts program execu- 17
tion; clears the command line; exits catalogs,

FORM, plot displays.

B(oFF) Turns the calculator off. 17

@(rLoT) Selects the PLOT menu. 110

B(PRrReEV] Displays the previous row of menu labels. 27

* See the Operation Index at the back of the Reference Manual.
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Key Description Page

BPURGE Purges one or more variables. 53

B(RCL] Recalls the contents of a variable, unevaluated. *

B(RoLL] Moves the level n+1 object to level 1. 96

Selects the SOLVE menu. 59

B(s7AT) Selects the STAT menu. 172

STO Stores an object in a variable. 49

B(swarP] Swaps the objects in levels 1 and 2. 44

Selects the TRIG menu. 62

B(unDO] Replaces the stack contents. 47

Selects the USER menu. 51

|[NMETY Moves the display window up one line. 90

BVEWY] Moves the display window down one line. 90

BvisiT] Copies an object to the command line for editing. 84

B2] Squares a number or matrix. 39

B/ Inverse (reciprocal). 39

Adds two objects. 41

(-] Subtracts two objects. 41

Multiplies two objects. 41

B Divides two objects. 42

B() Percent. 43

B(-CcH] Percent change. 44

B Raises a number to a power. 42

B Takes the square root. 39

B Definite or indefinite integral. 151

B Shift key. 26

(] Selects cursor menu or restores last menu. 82

(¢] Backspace. 26

|[ Forces a numerical result. 63    * See the Operation Index at the back of the Reference Manual.
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Cursor Menu

The cursor menu is labeled in white above the menu keys (the top
row of the right-hand keyboard). The cursor menu is active when the
command line is present and no menu labels are displayed. To select
the cursor menu when menu labels are displayed, press [«]. To re-
store the previous menu, press [« a second time.

 

 

      

Key Description Page

Switches between replace and insert modes. 83

Bins] Deletes all characters to the left of the cursor. *

DEL Deletes character at cursor. *

B(DEL) Deletes character at cursor and all characters to *

the right.

(a] Moves cursor up. 82

B(a] Moves cursor up all the way. 82

(v] Moves cursor down. 82

Bv] Moves cursor down all the way. 82

(d] Moves cursorleft. 82

Bld Moves cursorleft all the way. 82

] Moves cursorright. 82

B Moves cursor right all the way. 82

* See the Operation Index at the back of the Reference Manual.
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Subject Index
 

For index entries with multiple references, page numbers in bold type
indicate primary references.

A
Accuracy of integration, 155-156

Adding
binary integers, 184-185

matrices, 161

real numbers, 41

vectors, 159
Adjusting display contrast, 19
Algebraic entry mode, 31-32, 75,

76-77, 80
Algebraics, 24, 29
Alpha entry mode, 24, 29, 75, 78-79,

80, 81
Angle mode, 61-62

Angles
converting, 64-66
expressed in hours-minutes-sec-

onds, 65-66
Annunciators, 25, 28

Arguments

changing order of, 44, 95
recovering last, 89-90
usage for commands, 86, 87-88

Arrays, 28, 157

Arrow keys, 82-83

Associating terms using FORM, 143
Attention, 17, 26

Backspace, 20, 26
Backtracking, 47
Base, for binary integers, 182-184

Batteries, 16, 213-215

Binary base, 182-184
Binary integers, 28, 181, 181-185

Blocks of objects, rotating, 94-96

Bounds (limits) of integration, 154

C
Calling a program, 104-106
Cancel

edit, 83

memory reset, 18

Case, lower, 29, 188

Case, opening and closing, 15
Catalog

of commands, 24, 29, 86-89

of units, 24, 29, 187-189
Center of plot, redefining, 114-115

Chain calculations, 45

Changing the batteries, 213-215
Changing menus, 27, 202
Changing the sign of a number,

68-69
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Circuit example, 45-47, 55-60,

80-84

Clearing
command line, 17, 26

level 1, 45

memory, 18

stack, 45

statistical data, 172

variables, 53-54, 110, 120, 135,

203

Closing the case, 15
Collecting an expression or equation,

138-139

Columns, in statistics matrix, 178

Comma, as radix mark, 26, 34-35

Command line, 20

clearing, 17, 26

editing, 20, 26, 80-84

recovering previous contents, 47
Commands, 77, 80, 107

catalog of, 29, 86-89
usage for, 86, 87-88

Commuting terms using FORM, 142

Complete differentiation, 150-151

Complex numbers, 24, 28, 69

coordinate conversion, 70-73

Consumer price index (CPI) example,

171-180

Contents of a variable, 49-52, 54

Contrast, 19

Converting
angular measure, 64-66
coordinates, 69-73

distance, 191

hours-minutes-seconds, 65-66

speed, 192-193
temperature, 189-190

volume, 193-194

Coordinates

digitizing, 114, 121, 125

polar and rectangular, 69-73
Copying

level 1, 58, 92

stack objects, 91-94

Corners of plot, redefining, 116-117
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Correcting
command line, 20, 26, 80-83

level 1, 80-83

statistical data, 173-174
variable, 84
wrong function, 47

Correlation, 178

Covariance, 179
Creating a variable, 49-50
Cross hairs, 114

Cross product, 160
Current equation, 59, 111
Cursor, changing shape, 76, 78, 83,

201
Cursor menu, 27, 82-83, 245

Cylinder example, 104-106

Data point in statistics matrix, 172

Decimal base, for binary integers,
182-184

Decimal degrees, 66
Decimal places, 35-37

Decimal point, 26, 34-35
Defining a variable, 49-50, 52

Degrees angle mode, 61-62
Degrees-minutes-seconds, 65-66
Delimiters, 24-26, 29

Dependent data for statistics, 178
Dependent variable for plotting, 111
Derivative, 147-151
Determinant of a matrix, 164
Diagnostic test, 206
Differentiation, 147-151
Digitizing a point, 114, 121, 125
Disk example, 98-103

Display contrast, 19
Displaying numbers, 35-37
Displaying objects on stack, 90-91
Distance conversion, 191
Dividing

arrays, 168-170

real numbers, 42
Dot product, 161



Dots in display line, 202

Duplicating
level 1, 58, 92
stack objects, 91-94

e, 67-68

Editing
command line, 20, 26, 80-83

objects, 80-84
statistical data, 173-174

variables;, 84

Ellipsis, 202

Engineering number display mode,
36-37

Entering. See Keying in
Entry mode, 75

algebraic, 31-32, 75, 76-77, 80

alpha entry mode, 29, 75, 78-79,

80, 81

immediate, 75, 76, 80

Equation, current, 59, 111

Equations, 29, 135-145
collecting, 138-139

expanding, 138, 140
root of, 133

solving systems of, 168-170
Error bound of integration, 155-156
Error messages, 200-201

Errors, correcting

command line, 20, 26, 80-83

level 1, 80-83

statistical data, 173-174

variable, 84

wrong function, 47

Estimates, digitizing
minimum, 125-126

zero, 121

Evaluating
expressions, 33, 55, 60, 107, 203
names, 50, 54

programs, 50, 97, 102, 107

variables, 50-51

Expanding an expression or equation,
138, 140

Expanding the scale of a plot,
112-113, 115

Exponent, 36, 37

Exponential functions, 67
Expressions, 31, 55, 106

collecting, 138-139

digitizing a minimum, 125-126
digitizing a zero, 121
evaluating, 33, 55, 60, 107, 203
expanding, 138, 140
extremes, 117, 127
solving for a minimum, 123-127

solving for a zero, 120-123

zero of, 112, 121, 133
Extremes, 117, 127

F
Fixed number display mode, 36

Formats for objects, 24
Functions, 77, 80, 107

Fundamental units, 188

Future value, in TVM calculations,

128

G
Graph, extremes, 117, 127

Graphing, 109-127
changing the scale, 112-113, 115
redefining the corners, 116-117

translating, 114-115

Hexadecimal base, for binary inte-

gers, 182-184

Hours-minutes-seconds, 65-66

Humidity limits, 216

Hyperbolic functions, 68
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Immediate entry mode, 75, 76, 80

Independent data for statistics, 178
Independent variable for plotting,

111

Insert mode, 83

Installing batteries, 213-215
Integration, 151-156

Interest, in TVM calculations, 128,

131

Intermediate results, 45

Inverting a matrix, 163

Isolating a variable, 135-145

K
Keying in

binary integers, 182,184

complex numbers, 71-72

coordinates, 71-72

degrees-minutes-seconds, 66

equations, 129, 136, 137

expressions, 31-32, 55-57,

128-129

hours-minutes-seconds, 66

lists, 154-155

matrices, 162-163

programs, 101-102, 104-105

real numbers, 25-26, 37-39

statistical data, 172-174

strings, 192-194, 197

vectors, 158

L
Last arguments, 89-90
Letters, lower-case, 29, 188

Level 1

clearing, 45

duplicating, 58, 92

printing, 196-197
Limits of integration, 154

Linear regression, 179
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Listing
of commands, 24, 29, 86-89

of units, 24, 29, 187-189

Lists, 24, 28, 126, 154-155

Local maximum or minimum, 117

Logarithmic functions, 67
Low battery, 213-215
Low memory, 202

Lower-case, 24, 29, 188

Mantissa, 36, 37

Matrices, 24, 28, 157, 161-170
Matrix, used for statistical data, 172

Maximum of an expression, 117
Mean, 176

Memory, low, 203
Memory, user, 49, 51, 53
Memory reset, 18

Menu, 22-25, 27, 202, 219-239
changing, 27, 202
keys, 22-25, 27

labels, 22-25, 27

row, 24-25, 27

selection keys, 24-25, 27

Merging terms using FORM, 144
Message, printing, 196-197
Messages

error, 200-201
qualifying, 123, 127

Minimum, digitizing, 125-126
Minimum of an expression, 117,

123-127
Mode

algebraic entry, 31-32, 75, 76-77,

80
alpha entry, 29, 75, 78-79, 80, 81

angle, 61-62

default settings, 18
degrees, 61-62
engineering number display, 36-37
entry, 75



Mode (Continued)
fixed number display, 36

immediate entry, 75, 76, 80
insert, 83

normal printing, 195-196

number display, 35-37
trace printing, 195-196
printing, 195-196

radians, 61-62

replace, 83
scientific number display, 36
standard number display, 36, 37

Modifying objects, 80-84

Moving a plot, 114-115
Moving stack objects, 94-96
Multiplying

real numbers, 41-42

matrices, 164-166

matrices and numbers, 161

matrices and vectors, 167

vectors, cross product, 160

vectors, dot product, 161
vectors and numbers, 159

Names, 24, 29
quoted and unquoted, 51, 53, 54,

97
for variables, 49, 54, 97

Negating a number, 68-69
Next menu row, 27
Normal printing mode, 195-196
Number of decimal places, 35-37
Number display mode, 35-37
Number entry, 25, 26, 37-39
Numbers

complex, 24, 69

random, 68
real, 24, 28

Numerical integration, 151, 153-156

o
Object delimiters, 24-26, 29
Object formats, 24
Object types, 24, 28-29

binary integers, 24, 28, 181,

181-185

complex numbers, 24, 28, 69

equations, 29, 133, 135-145
expressions, 31, 55, 106

lists, 24, 28, 126, 154-155

matrices, 24, 28, 157, 161-170, 172

names, 24, 29, 49, 54

programs, 24, 29, 97, 97-107

real numbers, 24, 28

strings, 24, 28, 192

vectors, 24, 28, 157, 158-161

Objects
copying, 58, 91-94
editing, 80-84

evaluating. See Evaluating
rearranging on stack, 44, 94-96

stored in variables, 49, 49-52

viewing on stack, 90-91

Octal base, for binary integers,
182-183

One-number functions, 39-40

Opening the case, 15
Operations, 79, 80

Order of arguments, 44, 86, 87-88

P
Paired-sample statistics, 177-180
Parameters

for plotting, 110, 117-118, 120,
123-124

for statistics, 178, 179
Payments, in TVM calculations, 128,

131
Percent change, 44

Percentage, 43
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Periods (characters)

as decimal points, 26, 34-35

at end of display line, 202
Periods (time), in TVM calculations,

128, 131

Pi (w), 63-64

Plotting, 109-127

changing the scale, 112-113, 115
redefining the corners, 116-117
translating, 114-115

Plotting parameters, 110

ensuring default values, 110, 120

purging, 110, 120
restoring previous values, 123-124
stored for later use, 117-118

Polar coordinates, 69-73

Polynomials
quadratic solution, 133-135

symbolic integration, 151, 152-153

Power on and off, 17, 25, 26

Powers of numbers, 42

Predicted value, 180

Prefixed units, 191

Present value, in TVM calculations,

128, 132

Previous arguments, 89-90

Previous contents

of command line, 47

of stack, 47

Previous menu row, 27

Printer port, 16
Printing

calculations, 195-196

level 1, 196-197

messages, 196-197

stack, 197

variables, 198

Printing mode, 195-196

Procedures, 24, 28, 106

Producer price index (PPI) example,

171-180

Programs, 29, 97

evaluating, 50, 97, 102, 107
stored in variables, 97, 98-106

Purging a variable, 53-54, 110, 120,

135, 203
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Q
Quadratic, solving, 133-135

Qualifying messages, 123, 127
Quotes, for names, 51, 53, 54

Radians angle mode, 61-62
Radix mark, 26, 34-35

Random numbers, 68

Real numbers, 24, 28

Rearranging stack objects, 44, 94-96
Recovering arguments, 89-90
Recovery from errors, 47

Rectangular coordinates, 69-73
Reordering stack objects, 44, 94-96
Replace mode, 83

Replacing the batteries, 213-215
Resetting memory, 18
Resistance example, 45-47, 55-60,

80-84

Root of an equation, 133

numerical solution, 120-123

plotting, 109-118

of quadratics, 133-135
symbolic solution, 135-145

Roots of numbers, 43

Rotating stack objects, 44, 94-96

Rows, in statistics matrix, 172

RPN, 23

Running record, printing, 195-196

S
Scale, for plotting, 111, 112-113, 115,

117

Scientific number display mode, 36
Selecting

binary base, 182-184
menus, 27, 202

modes. See Mode.

wordsize, for binary integers, 181

Self-test, calculator, 206

Service, 209-212



Shifted keystrokes, 25, 26
Sign, in symbolic solution, 134-135
Single payment present value, 128
Single-sample statistics, 175-177
Solver

finding a minimum, 123-127

finding a zero, 120-123

repeating a calculation, 59-60
with multi-variable equation,

128-132

Solver menu, 59, 122, 127, 130

Solving

numerically, 119-132

quadratics, 133-135

symbolically, 133-145
systems of linear equations,

168-170

Speed conversion, 192-193

Stack, 20, 85

clearing, 45

copying objects, 58, 91-94
previous contents, 47

rearranging objects, 44, 94-96
viewing objects, 90-91

Standard deviation, 176

Standard number display mode, 36,

37

Statistical data, 172

clearing, 172
dependent, 178
editing, 173-174

entering, 172-174
independent, 178

Statistics

correlation, 178

covariance, 179

linear regression, 179

mean, 176

paired-sample, 177-180
predicted value, 180

single-sample, 175-177
standard deviation, 176

variance, 177

Statistics matrix, 172, 178

Statistics parameters, 178, 179

Step-by-step differentiation, 148-150
Storing, 49-50

current equation, 59, 111, 130, 134
current value of PPAR, 117-118

digitized estimates, 122, 127

expressions, 58, 128-130
programs, 97, 102-103, 105

statistical data, 172

statistical parameters, 178-179

using Solver menu, 60, 122, 127,

131, 134-135

Strings, 24, 28
in printing, 196-197
In unit conversion, 192, 192-194

Subroutine, 97

Subtracting

binary integers, 184-185
matrices, 161

real numbers, 41

vectors, 159

Swapping levels 1 and 2, 44, 95

Symbolic arguments, 55
Symbolic constants, 63-64, 68
Symbolic integration, 151, 152-153

Symbolic objects, 26, 88

Symbolic sign, 134-135
Symbolic solutions, 133-145

System Halt, 203

Systems of linear equations, 168-170

T
Temperature conversion, 189-190

Temperature limits, 216

Time value of money, 128-132

Trace printing mode, 195-196
Translating a plot, 114-115
Trigonometric functions, 62
Turning the calculator on and off, 17,

25, 26

TVM, 128-132

Two-number functions, 40

Types of objects, 24, 28-29
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U
Undoing a function, 47

Unemployment rate (UR) example,
171-180

Unit conversion, 187-194
Unit strings, 192, 192-194
Units

fundamental, 188
listing of, 24, 29, 187-189

prefixed, 191
Unquoted names, 51, 53, 54, 97
Usage for commands, 86, 87-88
User memory, 49, 51, 53
USER menu, 53, 97, 107

v
Variables, 49

changing the value, 52

clearing, 53-54

contents of, 49-52, 54

evaluating, 50-51

isolating, 135-145

printing, 198

purging, 53-54, 110, 120, 135, 203
storing object in. See Storing
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Variables that contain programs, 97
Variables used in expressions, 55
Variance, 177
Vectors, 24, 28, 157, 158-161,

167-170
cross product, 160
dot product, 161

Viewing large objects, 163
Viewing stack objects, 90-91
Volume conversion, 193-194

W
Warranty, 207-208
Wordsize, for binary integers, 181

Zero of an expression, 112, 121, 133

Zooming in, 116-117
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Comments on the HP-28C
Getting Started Manual
and Reference Manual
 

We welcome your evaluation of these manuals. Your comments and
suggestions help us improve our publications.

HP-28C Getting Started Manual and Reference Manual

Printing date (from either title page) 

Please circle a response for each of the statements below.

1=Strongly Agree 2=Agree 3=Neutral
4=Disagree 5=Strongly Disagree

® The manuals are well organized. 1 2 3 45

® | can find the information | want. 1 2 3 45

® The information in the manuals is accurate. 1 2 3 45

B | can easily understand the instructions. 1 2 3 45

® The manuals contain enough examples. 1 2 3 45

® The examples are appropriate and helpful. 1 2 3 45

® The layout and format are attractive and useful. 1 2 3 45

B The illustrations are clear and helpful. 1 2 3 45

® The manuals are: too long appropriate too short.

Which chapters in Getting Started do you use most?

 

Which topics in Reference do you use most?

 

 What do you like best about the manuals?

 

 

What do you like least about the manuals? 
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 City/State/Zip:

Occupation: 
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Contacting Hewlett-Packard

For Information About Using the Calculator. If you
have questions about how to use the calculator, first check
the Table of Contents, the Subject Index, and “Answers to
Common Questions” in appendix A. If you can’t find an
answer in the manual, you can contact the Calculator Tech-
nical Support department:

Hewlett-Packard
Calculator Technical Support
1000 N.E. Circle Blvd.
Corvallis, OR 97330, U.S.A.

(503) 757-2004
8:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m. Pacific time
Monday through Friday

For Service. If your calculator doesn’t seem to work prop-
erly, see appendix A to determine if the calculator requires
service. Appendix A also contains important information
about obtaining service. If your calculator does require ser-
vice, mail it to the Calculator Service Center:

Hewlett-Packard

Calculator Service Center

1030 N.E. Circle Blvd.

Corvallis, OR 97330, U.S.A.

(503) 757-2002

For Information About Hewlett-Packard Dealers,

Products, and Prices. Call the following toll-free
number:

(800) FOR-HPPC
(800) 367-4772
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